This report intends to present al experiences and
knowledge gained from attending this KPRU Student Exchange
Program 2018 which provides all the students from different
faculties in KPRU such a great time and magnificent memories
formed by ever single moment. We spent time together at UniKL
MITEC, Johor Baruh, Malaysia, since May 5-16, 2018
As a part of KPRU Student Exchange Program 2018 and in
order to inform all the upholders, we’ll take all the experiences
from living and studying in UniKL, MITEC, Johor Baruh, Malaysia
and also traveling in Singapore for a day as a field trip to improve
our English skills by practical and the critical approaches.
We would also like to exchange our perspectives regarding
the English Self Learning towards facing real situations and to
demonstrate that English Self Learning can be practical to those
people, who try to improve their English.
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My impression on student exchange 2018 program has three subjects. The first
is my Malaysian friends, they are very kind, being good friends and take care us
nicely. The second is the experience when I was MITEC I got much experience
from people, places and my buddies and the last is knowledge, I can gain
knowledge as much as I can from the courses, from communication with
Malaysians and the places which I’ve arrived. I think this program is very useful
for who want to learn new things in the foreign country.
From this project, I’m impressed with the culture, practical course, university
atmosphere, tourists and the most that I’m impressed is UniKL MITEC students
in Malaysia. I really like them because they are very friendly, especially our buddies.
However, this project makes me gain many experiences for visiting abroad,
like how to make friendship with foreigners and learning different cultures.
My English skills will be better from this project.

“Exchange student program 2018 in Malaysia” is a perfect program in the aspect
to give an experience to students. In a nut shell, I have gained a lot of knowledge,
foreigner friends and have a chance to experience with the education system
in Malaysia. All of I get from this project it become my great experience
and precious memories. How can I reply for this project?

This is my first time in abroad, I am impressed and excited to study
at UniKL MITEC in Johor Bahru. Even though it’s a short time, it’s a good chance
to learn about new things, such as new places, new friends, and new culture.
All of those were the good new experiences for me in Malaysia.

As a part of this Exchange student program in Malaysia, I would like to express
my opinion and share my impression on this project. It’s well known that this
program would provide us much knowledge and many experiences from taking
lessons in the class. Apart from the knowledge and the experiences, I’ve had
Malaysian friends and enjoyed many days of friendship. Even, it was just a short
period of time living and studying at UniKL MITEC, I have received many impressions
that I can’t explain in words.
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Jirasak

This project made me have a lot of experiences as a foreign exchange
student in abroad. I get both knowledge and new friends. They are
cute and friendly. I like the lifestyle, traditions and culture of there. It
makes me excited to see something new.
Firstly, it’s the first time I went abroad for studying in Malaysia. I’ve ever joined YFU
project. It's also about exchange student too, but I just passed of writing test.
When I knew this program had exchange student to Malaysia. I felt very excited,
and I went back to prepare myself for an interview in the next week. Secondly,
when I went to Malaysia, I had to learn many things such as, religion and food.
MITEC is different from our university. I think it's good, because we had to study
everything in English only. It can help me speak English well. I got to know about
their culture and language. It's great! I think people here are friendly. I never have
foreign friends, but they’re my foreign friends in first group. They took care
everything. I got many experiences of these. It's not just Malaysian friends only,
I’ve known many people from other faculties in KPRU. We helped everything
together. Finally, I got many experiences in Malaysia. I got many friends too,
even though one time only. I still have to practice more my English skills.

While I was staying at UniKL MITEC, my Malaysian friends took care me very
well. They taught me about Malaysian cultures that I’d never known before,
for example, greeting, dressing and eating. Lecturers who taught me at UniKL
MITEC were so kind, they tried to teach me, if I didn't understand and I really
appreciate about it.

Thanks my family for allowing me to participate this camp. I learned a lot from this
project, such as English for communication. I granted an amazing opportunity to be
an exchange student. I spent time for 12 days in UniKL MITEC, and Johor Bahru.
I’ve always known that I want to be an exchange student and now, I have been
granted this opportunity, it’s my dream. This is my first time to go aboard. I want
to improve my English skills. I learned many new laces and new things about
other’s cultures and traditions. Being an exchange student is definitely right in my
university. It maybe adopt in new semester.
I was really grateful to join this exchange program with my university.
I received a lot of things at UniKL(MITEC). Firstly, teachers always supported
students, cheered up, encouraged students. Secondly, teaching must go on
in the class. So, it’s made me felt more confident and dared get out from
my comfort zone. Lastly, everybody at MITEC made me needed to improve
my English skill, because everybody at there always spoke English language
and they didn’t afraid to make mistakes. I joined all of activities, focused on
knowledge and practical English skills. I was appreciated it too much.
This project is a great project. It was the first time that I had gone abroad. I was
glad to have the opportunity of this project. This project made me learned new
experiences. I had to learn the culture and cuisine of Malaysia and it's very
impressive. The first thing that made me felt impressed is the friends in Malaysia,
they are very friendly. The second are livable environment and college,
because they are clean and colorful. The last thing is teaching technique.
Malaysian lecturers are teaching funnily, and I’ll bring the experience that
I gained from this project to adapt in my life. I hope I will have the opportunity
to come to Malaysia as exchange student again.

English is very important, because English is the universal language that people
use to communicate. If I can communicate in English, it will be enable us to
continue to do other things. I want to thanks to Malaysian lectures and friends
for a warm welcome. This is my first time to go Malaysia. I felt very excited. I
gained an experience to improve my English skills. Learning from different
educational systems is great for me. Importantly, I met new friends from both
Thailand and Malaysia.
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From this project, I got more experiences and new friendship. When I
arrived in Malaysia I saw a new culture and many things. It’s so
interesting. In The UniKL MITEC, I got new friends in this campus. They
are friendly, kind and taught me about their culture and language,
such as how to greet and introduce myself in Malaysian language. I
hope I will go to Malaysia again.
We have got new experiences and learned about religion in
Malaysia. It made us developed our English skills, and also met
other people that weren’t from our university. This project made us
felt very happy and impressed. It gave us a lot of good experiences,
good friendships, and learning English happily.

Rungthiwa

Personally, I have visited the campus building and it’s really nice, it was found on
the center of city. That’s really great for students who want to be in touch with
the hustle and bustle of city life. UniKL is one of the well-known private education
institutions. People who would like to be further their studies will have this
institution. Without a doubt, UniKL is a good private education institution. The first
thing that I thought at my first day which was the registration day is UniKL is
awesome, because I was stunned by the nice building of the main campus and
the systematic of the committee arrangement which ease new students to follow
the instruction. I like the rules of this college because it is very strict. It makes
everything look neat and quality, like student.

The most impressive things in my entire trips are the
awesome natural views in Malaysia, the impressive general
and the unique native foods.
Joining in this project gave me a lot of impression and new experiences.
While I was staying at Malaysia, my Malaysian’s friends took care of me
very well. We exchanged culture together. They taught about Malaysian
language.

Supamat

Places and things
Malaysia

Uptown PG
Uptown PG is a night market. This place
has many kinds of local food and shops. We
had a chance to talk with merchants who can
speak English fluently so that we could also
improve our English skills. Interestingly, Uptown
PG not only sales, but is a destination that has a
distinctive concept appropriate for the whole
family of all ages. The night bazaar is not the
same as everywhere else for highlighting the
concept of casual visitors in addition to various
interesting activities almost every day.
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Johor Premium Outlets
Johor Premium Outlets is targeting a
wide range of shoppers including area
residents as well as international visitors from
South East Asia. It will also serve as a hub
between Resorts World Genting Malaysia.
This has more than 130 brands and
impression savings up to 65% off every day.
Tanjung Piai National Park
Tanjung Piai National Park is a cape of
Pontian, Johor Bahru, Malaysia and is a must
place to visit due to its many unique features.
It is known as the Southernmost Tip of Mainland
Asia. This park is full of natures and creatures,
such as mangrove forest, macaques,
mudskippers, crabs and mollusks. The park
provides a great opportunity to observe the
wealth of flora and fauna that are available in
coastal mangroves. Lucky visitors will be able to
observe the elusive dusky leaf monkeys, apart
from the ubiquitous long-tailed macaques.

Places and things
Singapore
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Singapore, known as one of safest country in the world and third-most
competitive country, is located in the south of Malaysia and is a small island country.
We got a chance to visit there. This country has many famous places, such as Merlion
Park, Garden by The Bay and Sentosa.

Merlion Park
This place is the Singapore landmark
because it has famous and important symbol’s
Singapore, it’s the animal shaped like a lion
standing on the city center. Therefore, Merlion
Park become the major tourist attraction.
Garden by the Bay
There are two separate domes and
both are truly beautiful. I absolutely loved
the cloud garden with a spectacular view
over the city and stunning display of
gardens. The flower garden is beautiful. I
loved that it was broken up into themed
garden. Definitely worth the money. If you
stay for the evening light snow nearby well
that’s a bonus.
Sentosa
This is a place where kids can
really enjoy. However, the queues can
get into your nerve so be extra attend.
Where bottled waters are alright to
bring but drinking fountains can also be
found in the park. We got to the
universal via the board walk from the
vivo city mal. It’s approximately 1bm
covered comfortable walk and we take
pictures alone the way, too.
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UniKL (MITEC) is a great university. In this university, there is fresh air. It’s clean and
surround by trees. Around university, there are many facilities for students and
teachers, such as ATM machine, food shops in cafeteria, a gym, a fitness center, and
the classrooms are clean and convenient.
Supamat Duemphutsa
The Johor Bahru atmosphere is very fresh because there are a lot of trees around the
city. Sometime, it rains, the air is very well. The city is very clean and rarely has the
pollutions.
Pornnapha Tangkwanoy

I definitely loved the atmosphere in the morning at The UniKL MITEC. Behind this
campus are mountains and many trees, on the left are housing developments, but
when I stood at the veranda in the hostel, the housing developments are opposite
me and the mountains are on left hand. In the morning I usually took some pictures
at veranda because the sky was so beautiful. Around the mountains, there were fog
and the soft light of the shining sun. It made me feel peaceful
Patittapa Sukkara
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Vending machine
The campus possesses vending
machines at almost every school
building and along the path. These
vending machines sell milk, soft drink,
and tea
Food services
There are just 2 shops in the
university canteen. Someday, there is
just 1 shop opening. There are many
kinds of food in the shops. They used
spices for cooking. Thus, the taste the
food there is similar to Thai food.
Setthawut Bunrak

In Malaysia,The rain is alternating with the sun every day. I ate Malaysian food. It’s
chicken with curry. It’s spicy, but delicious. Well, UniKL is also active for doing lots of
activities. Therefore, I was able to join lots of things, and have lots of friends who are
both locally and internationally. The program that I was taking here was challenging.
However, I was activated for this challenge with the help from lecturers. Malaysia
gave me a good impression. I hope to see my Malaysian friends soon. Although I was
an exchange student, they gave me many supports to understand this country, such
as attending festival, supporting dormitory with cheap price and a range of classes.
The best thing in this university is located in downtown. So I could get any place and
meet other people easily. I wouldn’t forget the great time that I was spending in
Malaysia.
Suprawee Nokthiang
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The environment at UniKL MITEC is quite clean, surrounded by trees, and the buildings
are commensurate. There have many facilities for students, such as shops, cafe,
student centers, gym and ATM machines. In the classrooms, lecturers always had eye
contacts and asked the questions to share ideas with the students and checked if they
understood about the lessons or not, there were the good points to improve the
students' skills.
Narumon Tisarakhet

UniKL MITEC is a great university surround by trees with very well – organized buildings
landscape. University facility and atmosphere is prepared well for learning such as
Internet support, relaxing corners, cafeteria and library. Moreover, this university are
clean and fresh air. I totally love all atmospheres in this university.
Sriporn Suealaor
UniKL MITEC is full of peace, warmness, nature, and kind people. There are many
facilities in the campus and many things I’ve never seen in KPRU such as, vending
machines almost everywhere and book return cabinets, but there are also similarities
such as, a lake, sport courses, a library, and many places for resting. If there weren’t
Malaysian people in the university, I could think that it’s KPRU. In addition, the people
in the university, as well as janitors, can speak English fluently so that I can improve
my English while talking with them
Jirasak Sangsaen
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You would find many people from
different backgrounds, faiths, nationalities,
and ages in this campus. These mixtures of
people were in a compact space created a
vibrant community atmosphere.
They were the lifelong friendships, and
were people from around the world.
Chanyanut Wongphasinee

At UniKL(MITEC), this place is very nice.
When I walked around MITEC, it’s very
clean and peaceful. It’s good view
when I looked from upstairs to
downstairs and also the views around
the university is good too. They are
many trees and magnificent buildings.
In the class room, they used the
modern technology such as projector,
lecture room, and electronics.
Jirapat Suktunfuy

UniKL MITEC is a private university and has
many faculties about technology in Johor
Bahru, Malaysia. This place has beautiful
buildings and good environment. The
center is cafeteria, many students are
usually here because they can eat every
meal, do homework and talk with their
friends. The food of this place although
many spices but delicious. The best thing
at the UniKL MITEC for me is good
Malaysian friends. All of them are very
friendly and gentle, they took care all of us
and gave many good experiences.
Natchareeya Ngoenthong

Johor Bahru is very livable city. This city is full of an abundance of trees, has a good
environment, and the city also has a good economy with all the modern technology
and the abundant environment. Johor Bahru is a clean city too.
Walailak Krueaweera
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The first feeling when I came to UniKL MITEC “Wow this university is very peaceful and
beautiful scenery” MITEC is surrounded by mountains and trees. Inside the university
have a lake and fields for resting. MITEC have outdoor stadium, gym, fitness and many
courts for play basketball, volleyball and football. The buildings is very colorful, clean,
have vending machine and return books machine. The most favorite place in MITEC
that I like is library because there is a large hall for activities and relaxed atmosphere.
Patcharaporn Boonnak
In the Malaysia country has a very
beautiful atmosphere and there are
many natural lifestyles.
Thatphicha Wilatphaingoen
Johor Bahru has very beautiful
scenery. There are a lot of buildings
and trees. The trees made me have a
nicer life. It was very relaxed, while
you were spending time with trees
and green spaces. They have enough
modern technologies for a student.
This city is quite clean. I’d never seen
rubbish while I was staying here.
Sakuna Kansuya

Malaysia has a humid climate. Malaysians are living a simple life. The main dishes of
Malaysian people are rice like Thai people. The most popular Malaysian dish is curry,
because they use herbs to cook, and the taste is spicy.
Rungthiwa Thaksakunrot
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Practical course on UniKL MITEC is the way
to improve my English skills for teaching children
in the future to adjust with English language through
the class activities in every subject. UniKL MITEC
gave us how to design English activities to our
classroom to let the students speak more English.
We should speak and think in English to improve
English skills. Moreover, we should speak English
all the time and don’t be shy if you would like
to improve your English skills.

Sripon Suealaor

Their courses were very useful, and
important. They taught many
techniques that how to be a good
teacher. I have to bring their
techniques to use in the future
especially to teach in the class,
because I will be a teacher. I must
to have many techniques of teaching,
if students feel bored.

Setthawut Bunrak
In UniKL, English teachers taught
me about the different ways of
communication, speech, writing
and listening. It made me more
often practice my English skills
and got much of knowledge,
it made me more assertive.

Pornnapha Tangkwanoy
I’ve studied many courses, such as how to
summarize the paragraph and how to write
a letter in communication course by Madam Farah
Idayu, how to speak English well without fear and
nervousness in speaking course by Miss Syazwa
Nabila, and the last course is writing course with
how to write the paragraph and essay by
Mr.Rohaizon. They gave me many trips about
studying English and made me more understood
in what I haven’t known before.

Nakarin Namwong
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Being taught by specialists in English, I was learning smoothly and effectively in UniKL MITEC.
The classroom environment was flexible, supportive of studying material, less of a chore,
and more enjoyable. The teachers taught every step of learning English; listening, speaking,
reading, and writing with tips and techniques providing me courage to face and combat
complex issues.
Jirasak Sangsaen

I had many classes in MITEC; Speaking
Listening Writing, Commutation and Logistic
class. I got many tricks and tips from the
classes. The classroom in MITEC taught me
to show mu courage to ask and answer.
The most important thing that MITEC gave
me is cooperation. If you know how to
work with others your working life will be
easier.
Patcharaporn Boonnak
We learned about English language, it had 4
parts, such as communication, speaking,
writing and listening. All of in the class gave
me a good chance to speak English, courage
to Q&A for improving my skills. The teachers
here, although their accent is very hard to
understand, they tried to help us understand
their accent, also they are very kind and
friendly like students in UniKL MITEC.

Natchareeya Ngeonthong
The course on UniKL MITEC had improved my English skills, I had to study 4 classes in this
project and all of lecturers were very active to teach the students, they always asked the
student that they understood or not about the lessons and compared the content of lessons
with the thing that you will be easier to understand, for example, In the writing class, the
lecturer compared that a good essay is just like making a delicious multiple layers of burger.

Narumon Tisarakhet
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I’m a fast learner and try to improve myself all the time. This program teaches me to be a
leader and also develops other people. This activity not only helps some people to
become leaders, but also helps others to become better as well, including being openminded, relationship skills and English skills. There are 4 courses; listening, speaking, reading,
and writing. The atmosphere in the room is nice; two way communications and English
all the class.
Suprawee Nokthiang
This program taught me to be a leader
and developed other people. Since I went
to the courses, I’ve been improving my
skills in writing articles to specify and
submit those articles for publication in a
periodical. The all of activity in the class
helped others to become better as well,
including being open-minded, relationship
skills and English skills. There are courses,
listening, speaking, reading and writing.

Jirapat Suktunfuy
The course on UniKL (MITEC) had
useful and improve my English skills.
While I was living in Malaysia, I studied
5 classes, included English
Communication, Speaking in English,
Writing Class, Listening in English and
Logistics. The activities in the
classroom made me improved my
English skills (speaking, listening,
writing, and reading).
Supamat Duemphutsa

The courses were very useful for me.
I learned the 4 essential skills in English
language learning; Listening, Speaking,
Reading and Writing with great lecturers.
They gave some tips to learn English by
myself.

Sakuna Kansuya
What I’ve got from students in lessons
is English-language skills, writing skills,
speaking skills , listening skills and
knowledge about logistics. I will take
the knowledge that has been used on a
daily basis because it is very useful for
me. I can take it to my university.

Walailak krueaweera
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According to studying in Malaysia,
we have learned more experiences.
What should we do? The first thing
was to learn, so we should improve
our English skills, such as listening,
speaking, reading and writing for our
future.
Thatphicha Wilatphaingoen
Due to studying here, we have many
experiences. What do you do? The
first thing is to learn. Improve your
English listening, speaking, reading and
writing. The atmosphere in the
classroom is very nice. The teachers
here are very cute. They pay
attention to all students. If we have
problems or question, we can ask
them
Rungthiwa Thaksakunrot
I learned about three skills which are
reading, writing, speaking, and listening.
I know a lot of techniques in learning
each part. I like the teacher's teaching
there who made me easy to
understand. Teacher says “Do not be
shy to speak English, if grammar is
wrong.’’
Chanyanut Wongphasinee

Practical course on UniKL MITEC made me
improve my English skills for teaching my
students in the future. I had to learn 4
classes in this project for practicing myself.
The lecturers had attention to us and were
active to teach. When we didn’t understand
something we could ask them all the time.
When we didn’t understand in this lesson
we could ask them. They always explained
until we understood.
tittapa Sukkara
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This project is interesting and useful for all

Around 12 days I studied and stayed

students, because it is a good experience.

in MITEC and I tried to remember

It made me got new knowledge and

How MITEC is good. The first thing,

exchanged cultural with foreigners. It is

MITEC uses two languages.

a good chance that we can develop English

The second, MITEC has nice

skills. It’s a great experience to give the

environment and the last, Most of

opportunity to have a good project like this,

MITEC’s students have got courage

because it's worth for student. I hope this

to comment, good to work with

project will continue to exist in every year.

others and study hard. I hope this

Walailak Krueaweera
1. Drink dispenser machine
I want the drink dispenser machine
to settle in my university.

project to be continuous and I hope
KPRU will bring a good thing from
MITEC to develop our university.
Patcharaporn Boonnak

2. Ted talk
In MITEC, there is a TED talk in English
every week.
3. Movie Theater
In every night, there is a watching
movie program that everyone can watch it.
UniKL(MITEC) is great university.

4. English label
I want to change all labels in KPRU to

Students and teacher communicated

be all English labels to become

in English and Malaysian. This project

the international standard university.

had useful and improved English skills

5. Book Return (online)

(speaking, reading, listening and writing).

It’ll be better, if there is the book
return in KPRU. It’s very comfortable for us.
Supawee Nokthiang

I hope this project will keep on.

Supamat Duemphutsa
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For this project, I gained a lot of
experience, new knowledge and see
the lifestyle of people in ASEAN.
It is important to learn English from
the context of the real life. I was
inspired to develop my abilities, and
practice my leadership skill. I want to
have this project every year.
Rungthiwa Thaksakunrot
Studying and living in UniKL MITEC provided me both knowledge and happiness.
Apart from these, I’ve gain much more confidence in using English. Even though I had
just 12 days to spend time living and studying, it’s the greatest opportunity for me.
But if I had have more time, I would get more knowledge and more experiences now.
However, I feel honored to be chosen as one of the participants in this project, and I
will take what I’ve gain to be most beneficial for myself and my university, KPRU.
Jirasak Sangsaen
I would like to recommendation
about KPRU to our university.
We should have drink dispenser
machine around the university,
because it is comfortable to buy
for student. I would like to have
the return book in our library
and signs in English language.
Jirapat Suktunfuy
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UniKL MITEC is good place for who
want to learn about technology and
English. You can exchange
the experiences and language with
Malaysian. After class, you should
write the diary each day or lecture
the main substances and repeat that

I hope this project will be keep on,
because the activities in this project can
improve English skills of students since they
will have chance to communicate with
people in English and they will learn about
the different cultures in foreign country.

for improve yourself and your skills.

Narumon Tisarakhet

Natchareeya Ngeonthong
I want a drink dispenser machine like
a UniKL MITEC and I think I want to
study there for full month.
Chanyanut Wongphasinee
For our university, I think KPRU set up the atmosphere to use English in students and
teacher daily life, because English is important nowadays. So, to make them familiar
with English, we have to set up something that everyone in the university must use
English, like we should drill down into each class teaching technique of every program
and we should have a few activities which use English as a medium. English should be
attached to every subject of every program. This will make teachers and students
familiar in academic English. If we can do these things, I hope English skills for both
lecturers and their students will gain better rapidly.
Sripon Suealaor
I hope this project will exist. It can improve English skills, give more experiences and
new friends. I think if students in KPRU speak English in daily life and the lecturers
teach in English, everyone can improve their English skills effectively.
Patittapa Sukkara
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This project is very useful for everyone who
is interested to be an exchange student.
This is a great opportunity to improve them
and learn about the different cultures.
I hope this project continues to exist in
every year, because we have to learn with
native speakers, it is important to make our
speaking skill are similar with native
speakers as much as possible.
Sakuna Kansuya

The UniKL campus is a good quality. The most of the people in there often communicate
in English and Malaysian language. When I was there I try to remember the vocabularies.
I will bring the knowledge that has been used in daily life. And I think our University
should have an automatic soft drink dispenser, because it is comfortable and fast.

Pornnapha Tangkwanoy
This chance to be an exchange student to MITEC is a fantastic experience. I got lots of
things from there, such as knowledge, relationship and good memory. The next
generation who want to have this experience likes me, you have to prepare yourselves
and improve your English skills because Malaysians can’t speak Thai, but they can
speak English as their second language. So, the most important is your English skills
to communicate with others and the last thing is don’t forget to bring your heart and
the empty glass to gain the relationship and memory with your Malaysian buddies, and
gain the knowledge as much as you can from Malaysia. Good luck!
Nakarin Namwong
I think UniKL MITEC likes our university, but it's not all. I want you change our library.
The library is the source of knowledge. I want you add a meeting area in our library.
We can make small activity in library. It can attract students in our university to join,
and go to library.

Setthawut Bunrak

May 5, 2018
It’s my fabulous chance to be an
exchange student to go to Johor Baru in
Malaysia. I had to wake up at 3:00 am, because
I might arrive at Kamphaeng Phet University to
take a bus before 4:00 am. I spent around 3
hours to go to Donmueng airport in Bangkok and
spent 2 hours to take a flight to Johor Baru.
While I was being onboard, I saw a fantastic view
from the window. They were white fluffy cloud,
tiny cities, lots of forests and rivers, driving cars
and the seas. The airhostesses were very
beautiful, kind and gave us services nicely. There
was raining, when I arrived at Johor Baru airport,
the students from university Kuala Lumpur
(MITEC) or our buddies were welcoming us
intentionally. After I arrived at MITEC , the
environment around it was beautiful and nice. I
didn’t see any dogs in MITEC. In the other hand,
there were many cats and kittens. The foods
were delicious, the rooms and toilet were
comfortable. In the evening, our buddies picked
up us to go to get the itinerary and drew name
of buddies to match us and buddies, and I got
Yannie. She’s friendly and nice buddy for me.
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Today I studied about English for
business communication, in this class I learned
about how to bargain the price down
(negotiation), the business correspondence for
writing the complaint letter when I want to
complaint the service from employees or
company and how to write summary from
reading and write it in your own sentence. In
the evening we had special dinner with our
Malaysian friends we ate the traditional foods
together, we ate Peneram, Apam Balik,
Murfabak and Rohcanai. After that, I had joined
the visiting party for watching the voice
competition and showed our performance.
Patcharaporn Boonnak

Nakalin Namwong
At Don Mueng Airport, we exchanged money first . Then, we went to check in at 10.00
a.m. Asst.Prof.Anusit Panklam told that we should check in before 2 hours and he taught how
to check our flight. At 15.00 p.m. we arrived at the Senai International Airport. Then went to
UniKL MITEC. We rested around an hour and we went to eat dinner. After dinner at 8.00 p.m.
we went to meet staffs. We were drawing for random our buddies. My buddy name’s
AbdulMateen. He is from Brunei Darussalam. Next we were training. The voice – Talent
Competition performance and we went to eat supper at cafeteria at 10.00 p.m.
Sriporn Suealaor
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Today was my first day at Johor Bahru in
Malaysia. I arrived at UniKL MITEC around 4.00
p.m. and I had dinner with my friends in cafeteria.
After that, I met the Malaysian students and we
introduced each other. I drew lots to get one my
buddy from them and the answer is Boby.
Finally, I trained the performance with my friend
because we had to show it tomorrow.
Natchareeya Ngeonthong

Today I went to Donmuang Airport, and
emplaned from Bangkok to Johor Bahru,
Malaysia. After that, I introduced myself to
Malaysian friends, and they introduced
themselves too. They told me about the
schedule in each day. After dinner, I drew the
Malaysian’s name to get my buddy, and then, I
trained the dance performance with my friends
to show tomorrow.
Narumon Tisarakhet
It was Saturday. I left from Kamphangphet
at 4.00 a.m. I arrived Don Muang Airport at 11.00
a.m. and arrived Malaysia at 3.00 p.m. I had
dinner in UniKL at 6.00 p.m. After dinner, I went
to train for The Voice-Talent Competition and
introduced myself to everyone. I got to know the
name of new friends and got buddies at 10.00
p.m. I came back to the room.
Walailak Krueaweera

I had to go to Don Mueang International
Airport. I woke up at 3 a.m. to took a shower
and then I went to Kamphaengphet Rajabhat
University and got on the bus. I left from
KPRU at 4.00 a.m. I arrived at Don Mueang
International Airport at 10.00 a.m. and
checked in at 11.20 a.m. I went to Senai
Internationnal Airport at 12.00 p.m. When I
arrived I met a teacher and many friends
from UniKL. I got on the bus and went to
UniKL (MITEC). I had dinner at 6.00 p.m. at
cafeteria, I trained the performance that was
about Thai dance after dinner to show on
next day.
Supamat Duemphutsa

I arrived to Malaysia at 3 p.m. and I
had a dinner with UniKL students at 6
p.m. I went to UniKL MITEC to training

for The Voice – Talent, chose a buddy
at 8 p.m. and practiced to go to
prepare the performance.
Chaneyanut Hasinee
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For my Malaysia trip, I woke up around 00.3.
a.m. for getting by bus. I ate breakfast at
Nakornsawan. I was going to the Donmuang
International airport. I changed the money of
Singapore and Malasia currency. After I checked in,
I waited at gate 24th for Johor flight. I was excited
because it was my first time. Especially, the
airplane was taking off. My friend bought the Khao
pat kraprao with chickenon the flight. It’s was very
expensive. When I arrived at Johor airport, he bus
and friends from MITEC UNIKL University, who are
Fatima and Bobby , took me to their university I
lived at A344 room. I had a dinner. I joined the Ice
Breaking activity. I met my buddy. My buddy was
Fatima or Tim. I went back to the dormitory.
Suprawee Nokthiang
Today, it was a very special day because I
had to go Malaysia. I woke up early at 3:00 am. I
arrived at the airport around 9:00 am. First of all,
when I arrived at the Donmaueng airport I had to
change some money of Malaysia and Singapore, I
changed RM and dollar. After that I checked in my
flight in at 11:00 am. Then I arrived at the Senai
International Airport Johor Bahru around 3:00 pm.
We had some buddy picked up us at the airport
and we departed from airport to UniKL(MITEC)
around 4:30 pm. Finally, I had dinner at cafeteria
UniKL(MITEC) and met all of our buddy, said hello,
introduce myself with them at the hall. And went
to bed at 10:00 pm.
Jirapat Suktunfuy

It was my first day in Malaysia. I was so
excited because this was my first time in
Malaysia. When I arrived at Malaysia, I met
MITEC students. I arrived at UniKL MITEC. They
took me to my room. After dinner, I went to
class room for random buddies and
introduced myself and then I went back to
bed.
Patittapa Sukkara
I left from Kamphaeng Phet to
Donmuang and I exchanged the money. When
12:00 pm I traveled to Johor Bahru in Malaysia.
When I arrived it, there are buddies waiting in
the airport. And I got to the University, Kuala
Lumpur. There are buddies took me and
friends in the room. After that 06:00 pm I had
dinner with friends in the cafeteria together
and came back in the room, took a shower. In
the evening it has an activity, paired writhe
buddies. His name is Kal. We got familiar and
took about the general.
Pornnapha Tangkwanoy
I went to UniKL at 12:00 pm from Don
Muang International Airport to Senai Airport. When
I arrived at Senai Airport, I saw some friends of
UniKL. They brought our group to their university.
It looked interesting. In evening, I went to the
university canteen for dinner. At night, we had to
make shows for tomorrow event. I had to sing, and
dance with Korean song.
Setthawut Bunrak

Today was the day that I would be an
exchange student from abroad. It was the first
time to go abroad. I was so excited. I get on the
bus at KPRU to Don Muang airport. At the airport,
I went to change money into Malaysia and
Singapore. After that, I arrived at UniKL MITEC at
3.15 PM. The teacher and friends of the UniKL
MITEC welcomed us very nicely and kindly. His
college was very wide. The environment of the
country is similar to Thailand but I think Malaysia
is more prosperous and more livable than
Thailand. I saw a new culture and lifestyle. The
students here speak English very well. For the
evening. In the evening, we went to cafeteria for
having dinner, went to meet with Malaysia
friends, and introduced ourselves to the
Malaysian friends one by one. We had to pick
buddies from Malaysia. My buddy was Syad. He
studies in The Faculty of Quality Engineering,
Bachelor of Engineering Technology (Hons.) In
Quality major.
Rungthiwa Thaksakunrot

I get on the plane at 12:00 p.m. I
arrived in the UniKL. Next, I and friends
went to dinner at Cafeteria. I ate Malaysia
food the first in my life. It is very delicious
and I like it. After that, At 22:00 a.m. I did
activities with friends and Teacher. They
introduced themselves. So I was glad so
much to meet foreign friends.
Thatphicha Wilatphaingoen
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I began my journey at KPRU, waiting for a bus
which took me to Donmuang International Airport. When
I arrived at the Airport, I had to exchange Thai Bath to
Malaysian Ringgit and Singapore Dollar before going
through airport procedures. Because it’s my first time
going abroad, every airport procedure was so new and
quite confusing for me. At 12.00 p.m., the airplane
departed from the airport and then landed in Malaysian
at 3.15 p.m. I had to go through customs and immigration
firstly before going for other procedures. Then, there was
a bus from UniKL Mitec waiting for taking me to my hotel
in the campus directly and I had got a great reception
from Malaysian friends. The new environment was
acceptable for me.
Jirasak Sangsaen

Hello

We started the journey from Kamphaeng Phet
to Bangkok at 5 a.m. I arrived Bangkok around 10:30
a.m. We had a flight to Johor Bahru in 12:00 P.m.
While I waiting for my flight, I went to exchange
money for spending in Malaysia and Singapore. We
arrived at Senai Internation Airport in Johor Bahru at
16:00 P.m. Malaysian teachers and friends came to
the airport to get us to UniKL MITEC. Then, we had
dinner together and came back dormitory for
relaxing.
Sakuna Kansuya
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I woke up at 6:30 am, had a breakfast at 8:00
am. Our breakfasts were sandwich and hot tea with
milk. I thought they weren’t enough for me, so I went
straight to buy some food. It was chicken with fried
rice. After our breakfasts, we had engagement with
management with Mr. Darul Takaim and studied how
to summarize with Madam Farah Idayu. After dinner,
I and my K-pop dance group had to practice our
performance to show at The Voice competition. The
competition was very amazing, the winner’s voice is
very melodic and our performance named BoomBoom was outstanding for the audiences too. I got a
little prize from lucky drawing number, I felt
impressed.
Nakalin Namwong

Today I studied about English for business
communication, in this class I learned about how to
bargain the price down (negotiation), the business
correspondence for writing the complaint letter when
I want to complaint the service from employees or
company and how to write summary from reading
and write it in your own sentence. In the evening we
had special dinner with our Malaysian friends we ate
the traditional foods together, we ate Peneram, Apam
Balik, Murfabak and Rohcanai. After that, I had joined
the visiting party for watching the voice competition
and showed our performance.
Patcharaporn Boonnak

At 9.00 a.m., we went to the
theater room for listening Sir Rayner W S
Tan. He told about his experience and he
taught how to improve speaking English
skills like don’t be afraid, be confident,
speaking English all the time, don’t worry
about grammar and take it easy. After that
we went to learn English Communication
at tutorial room 3 by Madam Farah Idayu.
She taught about negotiation, writing
letter, and how-to summary. At 6.00 p.m.
we went to eat dinner. Yanie and Fanah
bought Malaysia’s local food for ours
namely Peneram, Apam Balik, Murta bak,
Roti canai. At 8.00 p.m.,we joined The
voice – Talent competition performance.
Sriporn Suealaor
In this day, I studied about Business
English Communication with Madam Farah
Idayu around 4 hours. In the evening,
Malaysian students invited us to eat the
traditional Malaysian foods such as
Peneram, Apam Balik, Murfabak and Roti
Canai. At night, we had join The voicetalent competition (performance) and we
showed our performance in the lecture
theater.
Natchareeya Ngeonthong
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Today, I woke up at 7:00 am. I
had an English Communication Class
with Madam Farah Idayu at 9:00 am. I
waited until 3:00 pm. Firstly, I went to
met Mr. Rayner in the hall, he said
about greeting and welcome to us in
the hall. Secondly, I had an English
Communication Class. It was a first
lesson at UniKL(MITEC). Lastly around
7:00 pm., I joined activity with my
buddy, “The voice talent Competition
activity”. There were many
performances coming to joined this
activity until 11:00 pm. And today I
slept late tonight.
Jirapat Suktunfuy
I studied Business Communication
class with Mrs. Farah Idayu Mohd Salleh, I
learned about negotiation, business
correspondence and summary writing. In the
evening, my Malaysian friends bought the
local foods to eat together, such as Roti
Canai, Murfabak, Apam Balik and Peneram,
and then I watched the voice competition,
the contenders sang so nice, and I was
excited about the dance performance, but
everything went smoothly.

In the morning , I learnt about negotiation skills
and how to make a formal business letters with Madam
Farah Idayu. She divided us into seven groups and had
activities. In the afternoon, I learnt about summary
writing , step in writing a summary , Dos & Don’ts in
writing a summary. In the evening , it was the time for
show performance and the voice – talent competition. I
showed about Thai dance.
Supamat Duemphutsa
I woke up at 06:30 a.m. I wore the student uniform
for the open ceremony officially at the hall. I studied
Business communication class with Madam Farah Idayu
Mohd Salleh. I learnt about negotiations, business
correspondence and summary writing. In the evening, Fatima
took me and my friend to night market. There are a lot of
local foods . Then, Tim took us to 7-11 to buy SIM card.
We came back to university. My Malaysian friends
bought Roti Canai, Murfabak ,Apam Balik and Peneram . We
ate it together by hand. I watched the voice compettition
.There is Malaysian singers and Thai singers who are Bella
and Aou to join this competition. I watched the KPRU
performance; Thai dancing and Korean dance. We took a
photo together. We went back to the dormitory, then.
Suprawee Nokthiang

Narumon Tisarakhet

I got up at 6 o’clock. I had breakfast in canteen. After that, I went to my classroom. I learned
English Communication 1. I went back to my dorm by walking, did my homework because I had a lot
of homework. I took a bath, brushed my teeth and went to bed.
Chanyanut Wongphasinee
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It was Sunday, the second day in Malaysia. I
had friends in Malaysia, he was asking me to translate
his post card from his friends in Thailand. I helped him
to translate it. He said thank you and took a photo
together. I thought it was a good friendship for me. I
was glad to meet new friends. In the evening, UniKL
had a singing competition for the prize and had reward
by drawing the lucky number. I was very happy
because I was the lucky number. I thought this activity
was very fun it was a good memory. I hoped I had to
join this activity in next time.
Walailak krueaweera
For my first breakfast in Malaysia, I paid for
the food myself, and then I enjoyed it with my Thai
and Malaysian friends. The food appearance was
similar to Thai food, but the tastes were quite
different. After having breakfast, I had a class of
English Communication for business both in the
morning and in the afternoon. At 20.00 p.m., I
attended The Voice and Talent competition. And my
friends, Aou, was invited to be one of The Voice’s
contestants. In fact, he has a nice voice, but during
singing, he forgot some parts of the lyrics. Thus, he
couldn’t complete his singing perfectly and he was
in the 10th place eventually. Before ending the
event, I and my friends got the audiences a
performance of K-pop dancing. It’s a wonderful day.
Jirasak Sangsaen

For today, I had breakfast in the
cafeteria at 8.00 AM. Malaysian food was
delicious and I ate about half an hour. After
eating, I went with my friends walking
around the university and took pictures
together. Next, we went to Lecture Theater
room. Teacher Reyner opened the
ceremony for this camp. In the morning, I
had a class with teacher Madam Farah
Idayu. I learned about communication1.
She is fun and friendly. In the afternoon, I
started learning at 2.00 PM. And for
evening, it had The Voice-Talent
competition.
Rungthiwa Thaksakunrot
I had an English communication
class with teacher Farah. She is a
Malaysian teacher. She taught about
negotiation skills, letter of complaint,
letter writing test and summary. In the
evening, it was the time to show our
performance. I got also a reward for
singing.
Setthawut Bunrak
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Today ,I learned about negotiation and how to write letters from the
morning to the afternoon. I learned about writing. In the evening, my buddy
and her friend bought Malaysian foods for us. There were Paneram, A Pam
Balik, Murfabak and Roti Canai. It’s so delicious and before I went to bed. We
had the party night. It’s so fun. In the party, they had singing battle, my friends
joined too. Moreover, my friends had cover dance. I thought that it was so
good. I was so proud of them.
Patittapa Sukkara

This day, it’s the second day
on Malaysia for me. I started the first
class with Madam Farah Idayu. I
learned with the whole day. When I
and my friends ,I went back to the
dormitory for relaxing after finished a
class. A man name was Halem and his
friends asked me to read a postcard in
Thai language to him. That postcard
from Bangkok. It was from Yaya to
Halem . She wrote about how difficult
to find that postcard and she missed
him. After dinner, UniKL MITEC had a
singing competition. A competitor was
from both Thailand and Malaysia. All
of the performance was very fun. I
thought all of the students enjoyable
the show because everyone looked
happy.
Sakuna Kansuya

I woke up at 6 O’ clock. After that, I went to
the bathroom and took a bath. I got dressed and went
for breakfast. Next, my class started at 9:00 a.m. to
11:00 a.m. I had lunch at Cafeteria with new friends. At
3:00 p.m. I started to learn again in the classroom.
When my class ended, I went for dinner and did
activities the Voice – Talent competition. I had learned
many new things.
Thatphicha Wilatphaingoen
The first day, I lived in University, Kuala Lumpur.
I woke up at 06:00 a.m. and took a shower. Next, I went
to the cafeteria for having breakfast. Then, I went to the
Lecture Theater room. I started to learn English
communication. She taught about negotiation skills,
business correspondence, letter writing and summary
writing. Lastly, I had dinner and I went to join the voice
talent competition.
Pornnapha Tangkwanoy
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The trip to go to Singapore made me felt
extremely excited. When I passed immigration of
Singapore , the first things that I saw were the beauty,
cleanness and the peace of Singapore. It’s a fantastic and
wonderful country that I’ve never seen before. I took
pictures everywhere the bus drove through the road,
such as the strange shape of buildings, the trees around
the city, the dress of Singaporeans, and especially the
land mark of Singapore; Merlion, Singapore Flyer, Maria
Bay Sands, Garden by the Bay and the last one Sentosa.
Moreover, we went to buy souvenirs at the store that is
the cheapest goods in Singapore. I bought 2 rings, a
bracelet, a Merlion model and three Merlion key chains.
It’s a wonderful day and nice experience.
Nakalin Namwong
I took a day trip to Singapore for visiting
to the interesting place. This trip I was traveled
by bus with the tour guide. The tour guide
explain the history of Singapore and each place
throughout traveling to Singapore. The tour
guide told me about procedure in Singapore.
While sitting on the bus I saw the signpost and
many interesting sights. In the evening I had
had my big dinner at Malaysia.
Patcharaporn Boonnak

I woke up at 6.00 a.m. Then
had breakfast at 8.00 a.m., after that, I
went to travel at Singapore. It was
excited, because it’s first time for me.
While I was sitting on the bus. I saw the
street of Singapore, it’s very clean. I
took photos everywhere. The guide
took me to see 5 places of Singapore,
such as Singapore Flyer, Merlion,
Merina Bay sands, Garden by the bay
and Universal Studio in Sentosa. Before
I came back to Malaysia, I went to
shopping at Singapore Souvenir Centre,
It had many things which were very
cheap. After that, I came back to
Malaysia.
Supamat Duemphutsa

I went to travel in Singapore by bus. I
never went there. Singapore is an amazing
country, and very clean. I went to look the
merlion that is the signature of Singapore. I
don’t want to think, if we go there at night.
After this, I bought some gifts from Singapore
souvenir Centre, and I went to The Singapore
Studios Universal. I hadn’t go to Japan already.
It was my first time to look it. There is also the
casino. I took many photos here with my
friends. It will be my experience forever.
Setthawut Bunrak
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Today was my first time to go to
Singapore and I was very excited. I traveled
many important places, the first was Merlion,
this place had many foreigners and tourists
because it's the symbol of Singapore. The
second was Garden By The Bay, this place was
full of nature. I saw otters in the lay Super
Tree, it's very high and beautiful. After that, I
had lunch at restaurant and went to buy
souvenirs at the store for my parents and my
friends. The last place was Sentosa, I went to
the Universal studios and took many photos
with the Universal symbol. At dinner, I had
seafood, it's my first time since I’d been in
Malaysia and it was very delicious. After that, I
went to 7-11 to buy some snacks and I came
back to the UniKL.
Natchareeya Ngeonthong

We went to Singapore all day. When
we arrived in Singapore , I really liked
Singapore because Singapore was peaceful,
clean, fresh air, surrounded by trees. The
buildings are well – organized. I was very
impressed Singapore trip. The guide took our
team to the top places in Singapore and we
took photos together every top places where
we go. We went to Merlion park, Garden by
the Bay and Sentosa. Every place was very
beautiful. I saw Super trees at Garden by the
Bay. It was amazing trees that I never met
before. People in Singapore are self discipline
and are on time. I would like Thailand to act
like people in Singapore. These will make
people in Thailand live together happily and
peacefully.
Sriporn Suealaor

I went to Singapore by the bus. When I arrived, there was a guide, she
recommended many places to us. The first place that I went to travel is The
Merlion Park. Merlion is half fish and lion, the iconic Merlion resides at the
waterfront. After that I went to The Gardens by The Bay, It is the natural beauty
of the gardens outdoors and translator indoors, and then I went to the Singapore
restaurant, the foods tasted so good and I quite like it. Then I went to Universal
Studios Singapore, it is Southeast Asia's first Hollywood movie theme park. The
last place that I went to in Singapore was the souvenir store and I bought some
key chains, boxes of chocolate and cookie, and then I had the special dinner
before I came back to the UniKL.
Narumon Tisarakhet
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In the morning, I woke up at 5 o’clock to go
to Singapore with KPRU Exchange Students and
teachers. I was excited because I’d never gone to
there. Next, we rode the bus. When I arrived to
Singapore, I went to travel at Merlion and took a
photo. I’m very impressed, because it was beautiful
place. It had Marina Bay Sands which had luxury
hotel. After that, I had lunch at the city in Singapore.
Later, I bought souvenir at Singapore souvenir centre.
I thought souvenir was expensive, but I bought it,
because it had identity. Next, I went to the Universal,
it was so surprised, because it’s so big and I liked it
which it can be rotated. Last, I came back to UniKL.
Chanyanut Wongphasinee
I early woke up this morning because I had to go
travel Singapore for 1 day. I really excited. Then I depart
from UniKL(MITEC) to Singapore at 7:30 pm. Firstly, I
went to Merlion park. It was very beautiful place, many
people. It’s popular place to visited Singapore. Second,
I went to Garden by the bay, there were a lot of tree
and flowers at there. I had lunch at hah Ncaimunah
restaurant. it’s delicious. Then I dropped by at Singapore
souvenir centre for buying my family a souvenir. Thirdly,
I went to university studios. I fell in love with this place.
There were many things I had never seen it; such as
architecture, old structure, 24 rides, showed and
attraction in seven theme zones. The theme park was
massive. Also, I visited Sentosa Island too. Finally, I went
back to Malaysia and had big meal for the dinner
together.
Jirapat Suktunfuy

I went to Singapore. I was very excited
and very happy, because it is the first time
in my life. This country was beautiful, clean
and it was so surprised me. The first place
was Merlion. I got a lot of beautiful pictures
from this place. The second place was The
Gardens by the bay, this place was so
beautiful and had been Ocean before. Next
place is universal studio, it was one of the
most popular tourist destinations. Then, l
had lunch and shopping. I got souvenirs for
my friends and my family. After that, I came
back to UniKL. If I had a chance, I would
come here again.
Walailak krueaweera
In this day, I went to Singapore. I was
so excited. I had never been to Singapore
before it was my first time. When I arrived
here, I thought that this country was so
beautiful. The buildings were so high and
attractive. It had many trees. The first place, I
went to the Merlion. It was hot and had a lot
of people. I took many photos. The second
place was The Garden by the Bay. It had a lot
of trees and otters. After lunch, I went
shopping at shopping mall. I bought a few
things for my friends and my sister. The last
place, I went the Universal Studios. It was
interesting and beautiful. I took many photos
with my friends. I loved this day. It looked like
a dream but it was real.
Patittapa Sukkara
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I woke up early morning to having breakfast. Before I
went to the bus, I wrote the border immigration paper. It’s free
day. I went to Singapore for a day. I was very excited because
it’s my first time to go Singapore. While I was sitting on the
bus, I cannot let my eye out of the views. Singapore is very
clean street. The atmosphere was nice and modern country.
There was a local guide who recommended the entire trip on
the bus. The first place, I went to The Merion Park. Merion is a
half-fish and half-lion. It’s resided at the waterfront where a
beautiful view was. I went to The Garden by The Bay; it’s the
beautiful nature of outdoor garden. I had lunch at the
Indonesia restaurant, Victoria’s street. After I had lunch, I went
to buy some souvenir at Singapore souvenir center. The price
in there was very expensive. I went to The Universal Studios
Singapore. I worked around an hour because the weather was
hot. Then I had a special dinner, its seafood. I came back to
university.
Suprawee Nokthiang

I had a chance to go to Singapore as
a field trip to gain more experiences in one
more country for improving my English skills.
I was traveling, visiting to interesting places
and buying some souvenirs for my friends
and my family. I had lunch in a Muslim
restaurant. For dinner, I got to a seafood
restaurant when I had been back to Malaysia.
This day, I had to use English to communicate
with foreigners in some situations and I could
get more in something different.
Jirasak Sangsaen

I woke up at 05:00 a.m. and I took a shower. Then, I had lunch. I was so excited to
visit at Singapore. It's my dream city. Singapore was a beautiful and clean city. There were
many people to travel there. I saw everyone walking fast. When I arrived the place, it is
Merlion. It is so beautiful and there are a lot of people. The next place, I went to the Garden
by the Bay. There are trees and otters in the pond. At 1:00 p.m., I had lunch at a restaurant,
it was very tasty. Then, I went to buy the souvenir for my parent and friends. I went to
Universal Studios, it's very beautiful place. There are a lot of people and shops. Everyone
who lived there were happy. I was so happy for this trip. Then, I came back to Malaysia and
had dinner. I arrived to the University Kualalampur at 08:00 pm. I was very tired, so I took a
shower and slept. I was traveling to Singapore ,it's my great experience. It made me to
practice and improve better in myself because I was shy girl. When I stayed here, I had to
change myself. I got experience as much as possible.
Pornnapha Tangkwanoy

Today, I went to Singapore. I felt very excited
because this is my first time. Singapore was a country that I
wanted to go the most. Before I came to Singapore, I learned
about this country. I ever saw a beautiful picture of Singapore
from others. I liked this country very much and I hoped that
once I get there. But today I arrive in Singapore, this was like
a dream come true. The first place I went to a Merlion Park,
Merlion is a Singapore landmark and major tourist attraction.
The Merlion is a mythical creature with a lion's head and the
body of a fish that is widely used as a mascot and national
personification of Singapore. The second place was Gardens
by the bay. It’s a nature park a lot of a different kind of tree.
It's very relaxing when you spent time between green spaces.
Then I went to buy a souvenir to my family and my friend in
Singapore Souvenir Centre. The last place, I went before
coming back to Malaysia was Universal Studios Singapore. This
was a very good tourist attraction for the fan club's movie of
Universal. I was so excited. It is a good experience for me, and
I will never forget this trip.
Sakuna Kansuya

In the morning, I went to have breakfast at
Cafeteria with my friends. On time, I get on the bus at
7 o'clock. I arrived in Republic of Singapore. I saw many
things. I had learned about tourist attraction, such as
Marina by Sands, Martina Bay, universal studio and
shopping. It was the place very beautiful. This was first
time in my life to come Singapore. It was wonderful
country. they had many ideas in their home enthusiasm
of foreigners, everything made me very happy and good
experience.
Thatphicha Wilatphaingoen
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I woke up at 5.30 o’clock. I took
a shower and got dressed. After I had
breakfast in the cafeteria. And I went to
Singapore. I was excited. The country’s
wonderful and very clean. I like this
country very much. The first place I
visited was Marina Bay Sands which was
a tourist spot. Along the estuary of the
Singapore River was the location of the
luxury stores and casino named the
birthplace of the word. In addition, we
also took a picture with Merlion which
is the symbol of Singapore. Second
place was Garden by the Bay. A point
of interest was the biggest tree
outstanding greatly. Followed by a visit
to Universal Studio in Sensosa were is
an island of happiness. The theme park
and aquarium in the world. This trip
made me learn and see the lifestyle of
the people in Singapore. I could see the
culture and diversity of people and
made my experience of learning English
in the context of the real environment.
Rungthiwa Thaksakunrot
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I’ve learned speaking course with Miss Syazwa
Nabila. She taught us about how to speak English well
without fear and nervousness, gave us a few trips and
4 steps to be a good speaker. It called 4 Ps, such as
plan, prepare, practice and present. In the evening, Our
Malaysian buddies invited us to play Malasian
traditional sport, named Dodge ball. It was very
enjoyable and fun. At night, we saw an adventure
movie “Pirate of the Caribian (the letter no man can
read)” in the theatre room. It seems fantastic.
Nakalin Namwong

I learned in a speaking class
with Ms.Syazwa Nabila today. She
taught about how to speak English, and
make a presentation well. In the
evening, we went to the gym to play a
game. That’s Dodge ball. After playing
dodge ball, I went to university
canteen for dinner. In 08:30 pm, I went
to watch The Pirates of the Caribbean
5 with friends.
Setthawut Bunrak

Today I had speaking class with Miss. Syazwa.
Firstly, she tough me how to speak for presentation
and how to speak without nervous. In this class Miss.
Syazwa gave us a pair work, choose one item and try
your best to sell that around 3-5 minutes, I choose to
sell a bag. In this class we played the charade together
it's was very fun. Secondly I played dodge ball at the
gym. Lastly we watched The Pirates of Caribbean at
lecture room.
Patcharaporn Boonnak
I learnt about English speaking by Madam Syazwa.
She taught how to speak English without fear or lose
confident. There are 4 steps to be a good speaker. It had 4
Ps, there plan, prepare, practice and present. In the evening
activity, my Malaysian friends taught us how to play the
traditional sport that is Dodge ball. It was an enjoyable sport.
So I liked this sport. I took a shower. I watched the adventure
movie ‘ Pirate of the Caribbean’ in English. I went back to
the dormitory.
Suprawee Nokthiang

I had a class of speaking in
English with Miss Syazwa Nabila in the
morning and also in the afternoon. In the
morning class, I learned about speech
approaches and 4 steps of presentation
which are Plan, Prepare, Practice, and
Present. In the afternoon class, I had a
speech on selling a product. I was
playing a Malaysian traditional sport
called Dodge ball. I was very fun. I went
to the theater room in the university,
watching Prates of the Caribbean 5 in
English language at 8.00 o’clock. The
movie has many moods and the story is
very nice.
Jirasak Sangsaen

Today I learned speaking English 1-2 by
MissSyaz. She taught very fun. First, she gave
us playing charade and then explain the
picture. She taught many lessons and trick
namely 1. Barries of speaking effectively. There
was lack of interest, overthinking, Emotional
and physical distraction, lack of sensitive to
receiver and lack of basic communication skills.
2. Steps in giving presentation like plan,
prepare, practice and present. 3. The most
powerful visual aid like word, voice and body
language. 4. Effective delivery like smile, eye
contact, clear voice, posture, gesture and
breath clothes. Finally, Assignment work in pair
and try your beat to sell with in 3-5 minutes.
Then presentation. In the evening, we went to
play Dodge ball at the gym. The last activity
was watching movie in theater room.
Sriporn Suealaor
In this morning, I had a class about speaking
with Miss Syazwa Nabila around 2 hours. In this class,
I learned the barriers of speaking effectively, such
as lack of interest, cultural differences, and
attitudinal factors and knew the steps in giving
presentation. The first step is plan, the second is
prepare, the third is practice and the last is present.
After this class in the morning, I had lunch and the
food was rice with fried chicken. Then I continued
the class in the afternoon with my friends, chose
the buddy to present about sale something around
3-5 minutes. My group chose the jeans jacket. After
finishing this class, I played dodge ball game and
watched The Pirates Of The Caribbean at lecture
room.
Natchareeya Ngeonthong
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Today I had a speaking class with Miss.
Syazwa Nabila at 10:00 am. Firstly, I learned about
speaking effectively such as clear voice, smile, eyecontact, Gestures, posture and neat clothes.
Secondly, I learned about steps in giving
presentation There were 4Ps include; 1. Plan: written
everything 2. Prepare: prepare yourself 3. Practice:
you need to practice too much 4. Presentation.
learned about 3 points I knew how to presentation
include; Introduce (get attention), Main theme
(content) and Summary/conclusion (key message).
After that Miss. Syazwa gave a pair work, it’s about
presentation. We had to choose something for 1
item to the best seller and we had to present our
item that how to show most interesting to customer.
I chose present a big bowl during presentation. I was
really nervous and so exited too much. it got through
this, I just conceptualize. Finally, around 4:00 pm. I
did exercise this is a part of my whole day. This
exercise was dodgeball. It was a folk sport in
Malaysia. this was first time that I played, it was fun.
Jirapat Suktunfuy
Today I had speaking class at 10 a.m. In this class,
it’s so fun and got a lot of knowledge. Miss Syazwa gave
me some tricks about how I should do, when I am
excited. I thought that it was useful. After the class, we
played Dodge Ball sport. What was this sport? Everyone
didn’t know about it but we enjoyed with this sport. In
the night, we went to watch the movie. The movie was
Pirates of the Caribbean 5. I had watched the movie
before I was going to Malaysia. However, I would like to
watch it again.
Patittapa Sukkara
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Today, I had speaking in English class with Miss
Syazwa Nabila at 10.00 a.m. She had many activities for me,
the first activity was charade guessing words by used body
language and couldn’t speak anything. The next activity was
about pictures. She had many pictures, then students told
about each pictures. After finished activities, she began the
lesson. She taught me about speaking, such as barriers of
speaking effectively, step in giving presentation (plan, prepare,
practice, present) ,the most powerful visual and how to speak
perfectly. Then, she assigned to make in pair, chose 1 item
and tried to sell that item within 3-5 minutes. In the afternoon,
I had class with her again. It’s time to present about my item.
I presented about delicatessen (chicken stir-fry with basil). In
the evening, I played dodge ball with my friends at the gym,
then I had dinner. After that, I watched the movie “Pirates of
the Caribbean ” at lecture theatre.
Supamat Duemphutsa

I woke up at 6 am, had a shower and went to the
tutorial room 3 for studied Speaking in English 1.In
the Afternoon, I had a lunch. After lunch, I went to
the Dome. And then, I went to tutorial room 3 For
Studied about speaking in English 2. Next, I went to
the gym for exercised. After that, I went to the
dormitory to rest.
Chanyanut Wongphasinee

In this day, I studied Speaking in
English class with Miss Syazwa Nabila. I
studied many lessons about how to be a
good speaker. The first lesson that I studied
was the barriers of speaking, such as a lack of
interest, a lack of basic communication skills,
a lack of sensitivity to receiver, insufficient
knowledge of the subject, overthinking,
emotional & physical distraction, the usage of
jargon, language differences and the difficulty
in understanding, cultural differences,
physical
barriers
to
non-verbal
communication and attitudinal factors, these
were the things that shouldn't do. Secondly,
steps in giving presentation were plan,
prepare, practice and present, these were the
things that you should to do. The last lesson
that I studied was the structure of speaking.
When you spoke, you should have
introduction, main theme and summary or
conclusion, and then Miss Syazwa gave a pair
work, I chose one item and tried our best to
sell it, my group chose watch to sold and
that's it for today.
Narumon Tisarakhet

For this day, I had Breakfast in cafeteria at 8.00
AM. After that, I went to Tutorial room. In the morning, I
had a class with teacher Syazwa Nabila. She taught
about speaking English. In the afternoon, I presented the
instructor my speech. After class, There were activities
for playing volleyball. Next I went to cafeteria for dinner.
Rungthiwa Thaksakunrot

In the morning on Tuesday 8th May 2018. I work up at 6
o'clock. After that, When it's time. I had breakfast with
friends together. Next my class starts at 10:00A. M. I
studied about speaking in English 1 with Miss Syazwa
Nabila. She taught me how to speaking English very good
and she is gentle to us everyone. In the afternoon, I had
lunch. I had free time talk with friends so funny. I went
to tutorial room 3for studied about speaking in English 2
I get learned about steps in giving presentations Such as
plan, prepare, practice and present
Thatphicha Wilatphaingoen

In the morning, I had breakfast at 8.00 a.m. and
started to learn the first class at 10.00 a.m. with Miss
Syazwa Nabila. She taught me about speaking in
English, such as structure of presentation. Structure of
presentation had Introduction, main theme, summary
or conclusions. The most powerful visual aid was
words, voice and gesture. The steps in giving
presentation included plan, prepare, practice and
present. In the evening, we played volleyball. And
after dinner, we went to watch Pirates of the Caribbean
4 with my friends and baddies.
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I had breakfast in a cafeteria at 8
AM. The class started at 10 AM. Today, we
learned about how to speak English with
Madam Syazwa Nabila. She told us a
student in Malaysia didn't call a teacher,
but they called Madam. First of all, we
learned steps in giving a presentation.
There are 4 steps are 4P. The first P is Plan.
You needed to plan every subject. You
chose to speak. The next P is Prepare.
Before the presentation, you should
prepare a script about the main point in
your papers. You didn’t need to write
everything, you had just write only the main
point. The third P was practice. Practicing
made you naturally speak. The finally P is
Present. After that, we had dinner together.
And at 8 PM, we went to watch a movie.
Sakuna Kansuya

Walailak krueaweera
I woke up at 07:00 a.m. and took a shower. I had breakfast, it was very delicious. I
learned about speaking in English with Miss Syazwa. She taught me about steps for
presentations. She commanded about the product suggestion. We came out to present. we
were so exciting. I had activity to play volleyball with my buddies. Everyone was fun to play
together. After I finished playing volleyball, I had dinner with my friends. About 08:00 pm, my
friends and I went to watch movie. I went to bed.
Pornnapha Tangkwanoy
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Today, I had a Malaysian culture class,
we played charade game which helped us
learn about vocabularies. Then, we did
Malaysian traditional dance. I was very fun.
Everyone enjoyed dancing. After that, I built
creative buildings from magnetic logo. My
friends and I had to use creative thinking and
imagination. After this class, We had to change
our attires to be suitable for sport time. We was
playing volleyball at 5.00 p.m. Playing
volleyball could increase our harmony and
made Thai students, as well as Malaysia
students, familiar with each other. At night, I
watched the Black Panther. It was very useful
for improving my English listening skills. It has
a nice story. Therefore, I was really into it. And
this’s all fir my diary today.
Jirasak Sangsaen
I woke up at 6 a.m., came down and
had breakfast at canteen of UniKL. I had a
shower and dressed up and got myself ready
to go to take a picture with together.Then I
went to UniKL MITEC to play games
together.At 3 p.m.,I went to UniKL MITEC
again for learned Malaysian culture class.I
felt happy and very enjoyable .After that, I
went to basketball court for activities with
buddies. Finally, I had dinner with together.
Chanyanut Wongphasinee

I went to Donmueng Airport for flying
from Thailand to Malaysia, it's my first time
going abroad. I had to exchange money and
go through immigration. When I arrived at
Senai Airport I taken the bus to my hostel in
UniKL MITEC. Tonight I met all of Malaysian
friends for the first time. After that, we had
practiced our performance for tomorrow.
Patcharaporn
Boonnak
In this day day, before I had aerobics, I
went to take some pictures with my friends and
my teachers. In the aerobics class, we played
games before having aerobics. The aerobics was
so fun. They opened Malaysian song and
danced. It made me happy even I couldn’t
dance following them. In the afternoon, we had
Malaysia Culture class. It’s so fantastic although
it was difficult for me. I learned about how to
introduce myself, the numbers and the greeting
in Malaysian language. In the night, I watched
the movie same in yesterday. It’s the Black
Panter. I had never watched it before and I
wanted to watch very much. It was very good
movie and I wanted to watch it again
Patittapa Sukkara
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For today, We had many activities to do.
Firstly, we went to innovative room for aerobic
activity. We played games about charade, guessing
word with drawing picture and the survivor island.
Secondly, we danced Malaysianp song and then we
learned Bahasa Malaysia like greeting, numbers and
how to introduce ourselves in Bahasa Malaysia. Lastly,
we built a dream city with Lego. Next at 8.00 p.m., we
were watching The Black Panther at theater room.
Sriporn Suealaor

I went to the innovation room today.
Malaysian friends gave many activities, such
as guessing the pictures, building a dream
city, and dancing with Malaysian songs.
These activities are interesting. We can use
these activities in our English camp. In the
evening, I went to play volleyball with
Malaysian friends.
Setthawut Bunrak

I got amazing activities which our Malaysian
buddies made for us. The first activity was guessing the
picture. The leaders from each groups had to draw
something including the staffs had given to them on
the paper in 10 seconds, the other members had to
draw a picture from the leader’s pictures, and the last
of member had to come to the front to guess what was
the picture. The second activity was Survival Island. The
members in each group had to stand on the 4-6 sheets
of paper, and every 2 minutes the staffs would bring a
sheet of paper out from their feet. If the foot of any
members touched the ground, they would be game
over. The third activity was building the dream city by
Lego. The fourth activity was dancing with Malaysian
song s, and the last activity was to study Malaysian
language, we studied about greeting, count the number
and how to introduce yourself in Bahasa Malaysia
language. At night, we had a watching movie program
same yesterday, but we watched Black Panther tonight.
Nakarin Namwong

It was free day. I had breakfast with
friends at cafeteria 8:00a.m. After breakfast,
myfriends and I went to tutorial room for
Aerobic dance. Next, Malaysian students
taught us how to dance in their country. It is
a beautiful song. So I saw everyone happy to
dance so much. At noon, I went to have
lunch, and we tooka rest. At 2:00p.m. I have
learned about Malaysian culture such as
Malaysia language and Malaysian dance.
When our activities were completed. We had
dinner and watched movie.
Thatphicha Wilatphaingoen
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Today, it was an activity day. I had to took
some photo together with university badge. I did
play the activities with Malaysian friends. In the
morning, we played the guessing word game by
action and picture. I played the survival island
game that I had to stand on our papers in my
group. I built the new building city of our dream by
Lego, we building Dream Park. There was aerobic
and learned Malaysian traditional dancing. In the
evening, I played volleyball with my buddy and
had dinner around 6:30 pm. Finally, I watched
movie with my buddy at theater “Black panter”.
It’s the last activities in my whole day.
Suprawee Nokthiang
In the morning, we had activities with
buddies, played charades and survivor island
games together. I was fun with these games. It was
exciting and challenging. The next gamewas
building the dream city by Lego. Then Malaysian
friends taught me how to dance with Malaysian
songs, learned about how to introduce myself in
Malaysian, for example “Namasaya......”it means
my name is, “Umursaya .......“it means my age is
and” Sayabelajardi ......” it means I come from.
Next, I had dinner and went to go watched Black
Panther with buddies.
Walailak krueaweera

Today I did many activities with my
Malaysian friends. In the morning, We played the
guessing words game by action and picture, and
then We played the survivor island game that we
had to stand on the sheets of paper, but they
would take the paper out each one sheet of paper,
and then I built the dream city by Lego it was the
last activity before I went to have lunch at the
cafeteria. After that, I came back to in the
innovation room, and then we danced together in
Malaysian songs. In the afternoon, I was learned
Malaysian culture, I learned about the simple words
and sentences, for example Selamat Datang means
Hello, Terima Kasih means Thank you, Selamat
tinggal means Good bye, and Nama saya Sim means
my name is Sim. In the evening, I went to the
lecture theatre room for watched the Black Panter,
this was the last activity that I did today.
Narumon Tisarakhet
Today, I woke up at 6.30 o’clock. I took a
shower, got dressed and went to have breakfast in the
cafeteria. After that, there were activities to play a
game, such as game per picture and drawing game and
paper pedal game. The next game was creating a
dream city. In the afternoon, I learned about the
culture of Malaysia. The Malaysian friends had taught
how to introducemyself of Malaysia language, dance
and create a dream college. After we went to play
baseball with buddies. In the evening, I had dinner at
6.00 PM, and there were activities with buddies
Rungthiwa Thaksakunrot
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I woke up at 06:00 a.m. and took a shower. Next, I went
to have breakfast with friends. I went to the room for doing an
activity for example guessing the words, survival Island, and
draw the picture. Then, I had lunch, it was delicious. About
02:00 p.m., I learned about Malaysia culture class. They taught
me about the introduction of the Malaysia language, for
example nama saya Nam, Umur Saya Dua Euler satu, and Saya
elajar Di KPRU . This word nama means name.The next word
isUmur means age and finally word Balajar means studying. I
was dancing Malay music with friends and buddies. The last
activity was building a dream city from Lego. We built together
to create the city, it was very fun. And I went to playing
volleyball with friends, I liked to play sports because it was
good health. It made my body strong. After I finished playing
volleyball, I went to have dinner. Next, I came back to the
room, I took a shower. About 08:00 pm. we went to watch the
movie. The end of the movie was at 11:00 pm. I came back to
the room.
Pornnapha Tangkwanoy

Today I went to do activities with my friend. First
activities are Charades. We played a Charades game by using
the body and guess vocabulary. Second activities find a
survivor by using a paper instead of an island.it’s difficult
when the island was blank spaceless. After we had lunch we
went to the innovative room to continue to do activities. The
first activities in the afternoon are danced in Malaysian songs.
then we learned Malaysian language.it’s about greeting,
introduce myself and count number. last activities are built
my dream city by Lego. This is an activity that gave me a
great creativity, Learned to work together as a team. In
evening before had dinner, I played volleyball with my friend
and came back to a dormitory to relax and prepare myself
for activities in tomorrow.
Sakuna Kansuya

Today, I didn’t have class, but I had activities
with my friends and staffs. In the morning, I
took photos in front of university with my
friends and teacher, then I had activities with
staff. The first activity was jigsaw, staffs gave
me a little paper then I had to find other
papers for make a complete picture. The next
activity was charade guessing movies, name of
super heroes by used body language and
couldn’t speak. The next game was drew the
picture, the last person of each rows would
guess “What is that picture?” The next activity
was survival of the island. Staffs gave papers
for each group,and then people had to stand
on the papers, didn’t touch the floor. The last
activity was building dream town, staffs gave
lego for each group, then every groups had to
present their dream town. In the afternoon, I
learnt about Malaysian language and culture.
In the evening, I played volley ball with my
friends, then I had dinner. After dinner, I
watched movie.
Supamat Duemphutsa
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I woke up at 7.00 a.m. It’s early morning. Around 8.00 a.m., I had to took some photo together
with university badge. Then around 10.00 a.m., I had a lot of activities with buddies. Firstly, we needed
to divide to a group, secondly for the first activity was drawing game. You had to use left-handed, if
you’re right-handed.You had to used right-handed.If you were left handed. Next game was “Survival
Island” them given us for 6 papers and we needed to keep our paper together. I had a lot of activity
with my buddies.They were 3 games in the morning include: drawing, survival Island and Lego. First
drawing game, you had to used left-handed, if you are right-handed, also you had to used right-handed
if you were left-handed, then you had to drawing follow by another person. Survival Island, this game
was showed harmony in each group, they gave in eachgroup for 6 papers and we needed to keep the
paper. I didn’tlet someone took our paper out. And the last game in the morning was building city of
our dream by Lego.In my group,we built the dream park. In the afternoon, I had 2 activities. Therewere
aerobic and learned Malaysia culture. In the evening around 4:30 pm, I played volleyball with my
buddy and had dinner around 6:30 pm. Finally, I watched movie with my buddy at LT
TgPuteriUniKL(MITEC) “Black panther”. It’s the last activities in my whole day.
Jirapat Suktunfuy

This morning, I joined the activities with all the
buddy. The first activity was making group and playing
the charade game. If which group answered correct
would get one paper per question. My group had four
paperand continued to the next game. This game was
guessing the picture, and we played the survival game by
our paper before to had lunch. After that, we did aerobic
dancing with Malaysian song and learned about
Malaysian language. For example,SelamatDatang is mean
Welcome, Selamat Malam is mean Good night, Nama
Saya... is mean My name is..., ect. This class was very
interesting and after that, we played volleyball at the
court. At night, we watched the Black Panther at lecture
room and came back to the room.
Natchareeya Ngeonthong
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I had a class today with Mr.Rohaizan about
paragraph writing in the morning class and essay
writing in the afternoon class. This class is necessary
for English major students, emphasizing the
improvement of our writing skills to make your writing
grammatical and orderly. At night, I went to the night
with my Malaysia buddy named Zue. There were a lot
of things to buy. I bought a white T-shirt with a Johor
flag on it. It cost only 25 RM or 200 Thai baht. I also
went to a pet shop there. It surprised me that there
was a snake for sale in the shop. The snake was so
tame that I could hold it by my bare hands. Moreover,
the food prices were not quite expensive. I really like
going to the place.
Jirasak Sangsaen

I had writing class at 10 a.m. in
the morning class, the teacher taught
me how to write a paragraph and in the
afternoon, he taught about write
essay.The writing skill was useful for me
because I had to use it.I went to write
something. When I finished my
classroom. We went to play basketball.
We were happy with it. In the night, we
didn’t go to watch the movie. It was my
free time. I washed a lot of clothes and
then I went to sleep
Patittapa Sukkara

I had the writing class by SirZan. He taught about writing paragraph and essay writing. Firstly,
he taught how to writing paragraph. Writing paragraph had one paragraph. Reasons to write
paragraph namely describe something, tell a story, explain something and to persuade. Next, essay
paragraph has 5 paragraphs namely introduction, body had 3 paragraphs, and conclusion. So, essay
paragraph is different from writing paragraph. Introduction must have hook and thesis statements.
He told topic sentence controls 1 paragraph and thesis statement controls all paragraph. After
class at 5.00 p.m., we played sport together like basketball and volleyball. At 6.00 p.m., we went
to eat dinner. After that at 8.00 p.m., we went to the Uptown PG Night Bazaar. Uptown PG is a
market like The Night Market in KamphaengPhet province.
Sriporn Suealaor
This day, I woke up at 6.00 o’clock. I took shower and got dressed.After finishing the dress, I went
with friends took a picture together and went to the cafeteria for breakfast. In the morning, I
learned with teacher Mr. Rohaizan. He taught about writing. He was friendly. After lunch, I started
learn writing at 2.00 PM.
Rungthiwa Thaksakunrot
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Firstly, I studied with Mr. Rohaizan about how to
writing the paragraph, in one paragraph had to have
introduction, content 3 points and conclusion. The part of
introduction includes hook and thesis statement. The
essay has 5 paragraphs, such as a paragraph of
introduction, 3 paragraphs of content and a paragraph of
conclusion. Moreover, I went to the night market with my
Malaysian buddies in the evening. There’s lots of goods,
has pet shop and food shops. That place was interesting.
Nakarin Namwong
I learnt about writing skills with Sir Rohoizan. He
taught me about paragraph writing as a hamburger. The
good paragraph was taste like a delicious hamburger.
There were 3 mainly steps; Topic sentence, Supporting
Sentence 1/2/3 and conclusion sentence. It‘s like a
hamburger paragraph. The reason why I had to write the
paragraph was 1. Describe something 2. Tell a story 3.
Explain something 4. To persuade. He compared between
good paragraph and bad paragraph. He gave a topic my
favorite actor/actress to write in one paragraph. In my
group wrote about “Sunny Suwanmethanon” he’s actor
and beloved of Thai people. Then, I had lunch around
2.00 p.m. I came back to study again. He gave an
assignment for each for our group to write essay paragraph
in the topic “My favorite superhero”. After I finished my
paragraph essay, he tasted such a normal burger. In the
evening, I had dinner with my friends and went out to
night market with all of our buddies.
Suprawee Nokthiang

I had studied with Mr. Rohaizan
about write paragraphs and essay. Firstly,
we write a paragraph in the topic "What
did you do yesterday" in 3-5 minutes and
write one topic sentence in My favorite
food topic and next we learned about
essay paragraph. we write one paragraph
in the topic "My favorite actor/actress"
and I read this paragraph in front of the
class and got 20 RM from Mr. Rohaizan.
After lunch we write one essay paragraph
in the topic "My favorite superhero" In the
evening, we played basketball together,
went to the Uptown PG night market and
ate Malaysian food.
Patcharaporn Boonnak
Today, I woke up at 6.30 a.m. I
had breakfast at 8.00 a.m. I had writing
class with Mr.Rohaizan. In the morning I
leant about paragraph writing, after that I
had lunch. In the afternoon I learnt about
essay writing. In the evening, I played
volley ball with my friends and had
dinner. After I had dinner, I went to Night
Market.
Supamat Duemphutsa
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I woke up at 6 a.m., I took a shower and came
down to breakfast. At 10 a.m., I went to tutorial room 3
for learned English about writing class 1 with
Mr.Rohaizan. When I finished my class, I had lunch at
cafeteria. At 2 p.m., I went to classroom to learn writing
class 2. At 4 p.m., I played volleyball at UniKL MITEC
sport centre. Next, I had a dinner. After that,I went to
my dorm.
Walailak krueaweera
I woke up at 6 a.m., I took a shower and came
down to breakfast. At 10 a.m., I went to tutorial room 3
for learned English about writing class 1 with
Mr.Rohaizan. When I finished my class, I had lunch at
cafeteria. At 2 p.m., I went to classroom to learn writing
class 2. At 4 p.m., I played volleyball at UniKL MITEC
sport centre. Next, I had a dinner. After that,I went to
my dorm.
Chanyanut Wongphasinee

Today, I studied writing class
with Mr.Rohaizan. I learned about how
to writeessay. He is a very kind person
and taught us well. In the afternoon, we
had lunch then we continuedthe writing
class. He gave us the assignment
because he wantto improveour writing
skill .After we wrote the paragraph then
he checked grammar in each group. At
8:00p.m.we went to the shopping mall
with Malaysian friends.Itis beautiful and
there are many things.
Thatphicha Wilatphaingoen

I woke up at 07:00 am and took a shower. My friends and I went to have lunch. Next, I learned about
writing classes with Sir. Zan. He taught me about how to write an essay. I practiced how to write it. And I
wrote my favorite actress “Aum Pattharapa”because she was a kind and. And I had lunch at 10:00 pm. I
learned again. In the evening, I had dinner and went to the Town up market. It's many peoples and shops. My
friend and I bought the foods, Loti Bomb. It was very delicious. There were singers to sing a song. She sang
very well, I liked her voice. I saw everyone so happy. There were something that I saw Malaysian to do. They
did not use your index finger to point things, people or other things because they were considered a bad
thing. It was not polite. About 11:00 p.m., I came back to the UniKL. I was so tired, then I took a shower and
slept.
Pornnapha Tangkwanoy
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I went to the innovation room
today. Malaysian friends gave many
activities, such as guessing the pictures,
building a dream city, and dancing with
Malaysian songs. These activities are
interesting. We can use these activities in
our English camp. In the evening, I went
to play volleyball with Malaysian friends.
Setthawut Bunrak

I studied Writing Class with Mr. Rohaizan. The first
lesson that I studied was the reasons to write
paragraph, the first reason was to describe
something, second was tell a story, third was
explaining something and the last one was to
persuade. The second lesson that Mr. Rohaizan
taught me was the definition of paragraph was a
group of related sentences that develop one main
idea and three concepts for good paragraphs, such
as unity, development, and coherence. The third
lesson was transitions, they could help your
paragraph flew together and there were link ideas.
The last lesson was the structure of essay, such as
introduction, three body and conclusion.
Narumon Tisarakhet

Today, I had a writing class with Mr.Rohaizan. He taught me about how to write a paragraph
and essay. He compared how to write a paragraph like a hamburger. The hamburger had many layers;
first layer was a topic sentence, second to forth layers were the supporting sentence and last layer is
conclusion sentence. After that he gave us an assignment write a topic sentence for your favorite food,
you had to write just a line for the topic. Next, we learned about how to write essay; essay paragraph
has introduction. We wrote just one paragraph in the topic my favorite actor/actress. In my group, I
chose write about “Toon Bodyslam” he’s actor and beloved of Thai people. I finished my lunch
around 2.00 p.m. He gave an assignment for each for our group to write essay paragraph in the topic
“My favorite superhero”. Before I finished our class, he told that “Remember! Each one of the body
paragraph in the essay is like one normal burger!” In the evening around 6.00 p.m., I had dinner with
my friends, I went out to night market with all of ours buddy.
Jirapat Suktunfuy
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In morning after had breakfast. I am representative in a video from Maesod campus for
inviting everyone who interests to be an exchange student join in Smart Boy and Girl Project.
After that, I went to the tutorial room 3 in order to learn with Mr.Rohaizan regarding how to
writing. He told, for example. paragraph Writing is the same as the layers of the hamburger.
writing a good paragraph is just like making a delicious Berger! You much have 3 section in your
essay. That are introduction, contents, and conclusion. The introduction begins with a general
approach to the topic and then move toward the more specific aspect of it. And the conclusion
begins with the more specific and move toward the general topic. Before finished a class, he
tells us a little trip to good as writing an essay that ” If you start your essay or paragraph with
something that grabs attention, your reader will want to read more. for example, Surprised the
reader, ask a question or use a quotation.that’s what we call a HOOK! ”
Sakuna Kansuya

In this day, I had a class about writing with Mr. Rohaizan B. Ahmad in tutorial
room 3. I studied the writing paragraph, knew how to write paragraph0 and made group
to write the paragraph from topic 'My favorite Thailand actor/actress' After finishing, we
sent a volunteer of each group to read the it. Which group easily understood and had
good accent, they were the winner and received 20 RM from Mr. Rohaizan. After this
class in the morning, we had lunch and continued writing class. We made the same
group to write essay with topic 'Favorite Superheroes' Mr. Rohaizan told with us 'Writing
a good essay is just like making a delicious the multiple layers burger' After class, I
played basketball with many friends and went to night market's name Uptown PG until
11:00 P.M.
Natchareeya Ngeonthong
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I went to the Paradigm shopping mall. It’s very
large shopping mall .There were five floors. Firstly, I went
to gift shop. Secondly, I went to fifth floor for exchange
my money and had lunch at KFC with my buddy. After
that I went to souvenir shop .There were a variety of
souvenir such as chocolate, jelly, dried fruits, many flavor
of coffee . Finally, I came back to UniKL . After I had my
dinner, I walked with my friends around university’s pond
and took a photo of UniKL (MITEC). I had a dinner at 6.00
p.m.
Suprawee Nokthiang

Today, we didn’t have class
but we went shopping at shopping
mall. The shopping mall had many
things and it’s interesting. I bought a
head phone and played ice skate with
my friends. Ice skate was difficulty for
me but it’s fun and happy. It’s my first
time to playing ice skate. I wanted to
play it when I come back to Thailand.
When we arrived at MITEC, I rented in
my room. It was a good day.
Patittapa Sukkara

In the morning, I woke up at 7 a.m. After that, I
went to bathroom and took a bath. I dressed up and had
breakfast at Cafeteria at 8:00 - 9:00a. m. My friends and I
got on the bus to shopping mall, it is very big. It names
is Paradigm mall. We went into the Mall, I saw many things
and a lot of people then l ate KFC with my friends. It was
very delicious for me. We went to shop around the Mall.
There are many things,shopping made me feel happy. At
2:00 a.m. I came back to UniKL and went to my hostel for
rest.
Thatphicha Wilatphaingoen
Today, I woke up at 7.00 a.m. then I had breakfast
at 8.00 a.m. After that I went to Paradigm shopping mall.
I came back to UniKL at 3.00 p.m. I had dinner at 6.00 p.m.
Supamat Duemphutsa

didn’t have an English class today. I
went to the department store in Johor
Bahru. It’s Paradigm. It’s bigger than
Robinson lifestyle in KPP. It has ice
skating. Malaysian friends told to me. I
feel so excited, because I’ve not
played ice skating 3 years ago. I can
play it. After playing, I went to Watsons
to buy Adidas perfume. It’s 32RM only.
It’s cheaper than Watsons in Thailand
Setthawut Bunrak
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For this day, Paradigm, the biggest
shopping mall, was the first place in Malaysia
where I had to spend my money a lot. Many
products were attractive to be bought. The
products prices were affordableaccording to
discount. I bought some souvenirs, preserved
food, instant coffee, and a dog doll. The doll is for
my Malaysia buddy. This day was shopping day. I
was very fun and happy. If I have a chance for
going to Paradigm again, I will do.
Jirasak Sangsaen
It was a wonderful day, this morning we went to
shopping mall named Paradigm, it has 7 floors.
Firstly, I went to see the goods which were
interested. So, I decided to buy headphone that
cost me 70 RM. Next, I went to play the ice skating
with May, Aou, Gift, Fain and Farah. It was my first
time to play the ice skating, the ice floor was very
slippery and hard to control balance, but I could
play it well after half hour. It was very funny and
happy.
Nakarin Namwong
On this day, we went to shopping at
Paradigm. We ate KFC together. Someone played
ski and someone went to buy something for giving
their family. After that we came back to UniKL
MITEC , and we were free and had easy activities.
This day we didn’t have class, so we went to
shopping
Sriporn Suealaor

I went to the Paradigm shopping mall.
It’s very large shopping mall. There are five
floors. Firstly, I went to gift shop, it’s variety
of cute present. Secondly, I went to fifth floor
to exchange my money and had lunch at KFC
with my buddy. After that I went to souvenir
shop, there were a lot of type of souvenir
such as chocolate, jelly, dried fruits, many
flavors of coffee at this shopping mall so
much. Finally, I came back to UniKL during
waiting for my dinner, I went for a walk with
my friends around university’s pond and
sketched view of UniKL (MITEC) but I took a
little time for sketching view because I had to
have dinner at 6.00 p.m. and went to the bed
around 9:00 pm.
Jirapat Suktunfuy

Today I went to the Paradigm PG
shopping mall. Firstly,I went to bag shop with
my friends and had lunch at KFC. Secondly,
I played ice-skate with Aou, Fain,Gift,Wilson
and Farah. Entrance fee was 30 RM and
gloves was 5 RM and this was my first time
to play ice-skate. I fallen many times
because ice-skate was very slippery and very
hard to make your balance. After played I’m
very tired but fun. I hope I will have a chance
to play ice-skate again. After I came back
from the shopping mall I played volleyball
with my friends. Patcharaporn Boonnak
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I went to the Paradigm Mall with my Malaysian
friends. It is so big and has many activities to do, such as ice
skating, book stores, and game centers. I just played the
racing game, and then I walked around with my Malaysian
friends name's Alfa and Zu. I had lunch at the KFC, and I
bought some pieces of sushi. After that, I came back to UniKL
MITEC and had a rest. In the evening, I went to the volleyball
court to watch my friends played the volleyball, I didn't play
because my legs was hurt, then we had dinner. After that, I
came back to my room to sleep.
Narumon Tisarakhet

I went to Paradigm mall Johor
Bahru. It was a new mall. I walked to buy
souvenirs for myfamily and myfriends.
And then, I had lunch together at KFC.
KFC at Malaysia didn’t use spoon and
fork. We had to use hands to eat. Then,
I went to shopping and I got boxes
ofchocolate and clothes. Then, we came
back to UniKL. I had dinner and free time
to rest.
Walailak krueaweera

I woke up at 6 a.m., I took a shower and came
down to breakfast. At 10 a.m., I went to tutorial room 3
for learned English about writing class 1 with
Mr.Rohaizan. When I finished my class, I had lunch at
cafeteria. At 2 p.m., I went to classroom to learn writing
class 2. At 4 p.m., I played volleyball at UniKL MITEC
sport centre. Next, I had a dinner. After that,I went to my
dorm.

For today, I didn’t have a class. I
went to Paradigm at Johor. Paradigm was
very beautiful and biggest. I bought many
items. After we went to eat KFC and KFC
in Malaysia was delicious. After lunch, I
went around the shopping mall and I felt
happy. I bought some food, shirt and
water. After that, I came back to UniKL at
2.00PM.

Chanyanut Wongphasinee

Rungthiwa Thaksakunrot

I woke up at 07:30 a.m. and took a shower. I was so excited that I went to shop at the Paradigm
Mall, It was a new the mall. I had breakfast. I arrived the mall before It opened about ten minutes. There
are many shops and ice-skate. I saw everyone so happy to play ice-skate. The first shop, I bought the books,
pens, bottles of water. I exchanged the money dollar Singapore to Ringgit. I ate KFC on the third floor, it was
very delicious. I went to buy the shoes and shirts. I bought it because it was very beautiful and I loved it. I
did notwalk in every store because the mall was very big. It was time to comeback. I was waiting the bus to
pick up me and friends. When I arrived at the University, I came to the room and took a shower. I went to
had dinner.
Pornnapha Tangkwanoy
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In this morning, I woke up at 7:30 o'clock. Today, I didn’t have a class because we went
to Paradigm mall, Johor Bahru with our Malaysian buddies. I arrived there at 10:00 a.m. the
first, I walked around at first floor and bought perfume for my father. At 11:30 a.m. we had
lunch together at KFC, the chicken and sauce therewere very delicious but ate by hands. After
finishing lunch, I bought some sushi, because tasty and cheap. Then I played the ice skate with
my friends until 13:30 p.m. the entrance fee is 30 RM, gloves are 5 RM and socks are 5 RM and
could play unlimitedly per day. After that, we came back to UniKL MITEC, played volleyball at
the court and had dinner at cafeteria.
Natchareeya Ngeonthong

Today is a vacation time for all exchange student. We went to a new shopping Mall.
They call Paradigm Mall. We spent time a lot of hours for shopping. Nonetheless, I can’ go to
every shop because the department stores are very big. There have 8 floors but there are
shops located just 5 layers. This mall has many different kinds of store and Ice skate. I walked
from the top floor down below. When the time for lunch we went to KFC on the third floor
with friends. I bought clothes, snack, and litter decorations. it's exciting when I'm going to the
decorating department. Because I love to decorate the rooms in my house. But some
decorations it too big and hard to carry back to home. I decided to don’t buy it. Before came
back to UniKL I went to buy a lipstick in 3 Concept Eyes store or everyone knows in that name
” 3CE ” it has a promotion, buys 2 for 160 Ringgit. It’s quite expensive. I bought it because I'm
currently using lipstick from the 3CE brand. This brand from Korea and Hard to find in Thailand.
There will be sold only at the airport or big mall in Bangkok. After that, around 3 PM we have
to go back to UniKL. While we waiting for the bus, P’ Tim kid that If you use a whole day for
shopping It’s not enough for you all. I think it’s true. Everyone seems happy when we spend
time together for shopping.
Sakuna Kansuya
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This morning, we were invited to attend the Indian festival “HoliFestial”. Fist of all, we had
aerobics dance with Malaysian and Indian students. Then, we were going to throw the colour dust
to the others and we were splashed water happily. After that, our clothes and bodies were full of
colour dust, each other seems like jokers. Moreover, they gave rewards to the winners from lucky
number drawing. It was a funny day.
Nakarin Namwong
Today, I had to join activity with buddy at Main hall. My activity was colorful festival. Itliked
a Holi festival. Firstly, I had to change my shirt because we had to splash color powder together.
Secondly, I had aerobic dance with Indian exchange student for 45 minutes. It was so tired but it
was so fun. After that It’s time, we needed to splashed color powder and water together.It was
fun because it was a first time for me to join this festival. Malaysian friends told me about this
festival she told that Holi festival had to play only in the morning until afternoon because it will
be dispelling evil in yourself and it was famous festival in Malaysia. I had lunch and took a shower
and relaxed time. Finally, I had dinner with my buddy and went for walking around university and
went to bed at 9.00 p.m.
Jirapat Suktunfuy
I woke up so early around 07.00 a.m., and then my Malaysian friends gave me a ticket for
attended the Holi Festival at the football field. After that, I attended the Holi Festival
aroundSuktunfuy
9.30 a.m.
Jirapat
Holi Festival is a Hindu festival that people have thrown the colored powder to other. The four main
powder colours are used to represent different things. Red reflects love and fertility, blue is the colour
of Krishna, yellow is the colour of turmeric and green symbolises spring and new beginnings. In the
afternoon, I went to the food truck beside the football field at UniKL. After that, I had free time, I came
back to my room and took a rest with my friends. In the evening, I had lunch at the cafetaria and talked
with my friend until 10.00 p.m. then went to sleep at my room.
Narumon Tisarakhet
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Today, I had breakfast. It was a Malaysian noodle. I liked it. I joined the activity with buddy
at hall. The activity is colorful festival like a Holi festival. Firstly, I had to change my shirt because
we had to splash color powder together. Secondly, I had aerobic dance with Indian student for
45 minutes. It was tired but it was fun. After that it’s time to splash colorful powder and water
together .It was fun because it was a first time for me to join this festival. Malaysian friends told
me about this festival that was the Holi festival had to play in the morning until afternoon because
it will be dispel evil by yourself. It was the famous festival in India. And then, I had lunch and took
a shower .It’s relaxed time. Finally I had dinner with my buddy and walked around university. I
went to bed at 9.00 p.m.
Suprawee Nokthiang
In the morning, we had Holi festival. It
looked like Songkran festival for me. Before we
started this festival, we had aerobics. It made
me tired. When it started, it looked like a color
war. Everyone was happy and fun. After I
finished it, I washed my cloths and took a
shower. Then I slept in my room. It’s tiring day.
Patittapa Sukkara
Today, I didn’t have class, but I had activities
with my friends and my buddies. I joined The
Grand Holi Color Festival 2018.It was very
funny and I was happy too. I had aerobic
dance around 30 minutes. After that I threw
color powder and splashed water with my
friends and my buddies. After that I had lunch
and rested. In the evening I had dinner at
cafeteria.
Supamat Duemphutsa

For this day, I slept in a room all day.
Because I had sore eyes, red eyes on both
sides. I cannot go out and do activities with
friends
Rungthiwa Thaksakunrot
At 9.30 a.m. for today, we joined the
Holi festival .Holi, also known as the festival of
colors. We threw colors to each other and we
splashed water together. We had aerobic
dance before we threw colors and splashed
water together. I thought this festival like Song
Kran festival in Thailand. We had fun together
on this day. After that we had lunch and free
activity.
Sriporn Suealaor
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Due to being invited to attend and participate in Holi
Festival, known as the festival of colours and an
ancient Hindu religious festival, I was simultaneously
honoured, glad, happy, and fun. We firstly did
aerobics dance with Malaysia and Indian friends to
warm up our bodies to continue the next activity.
And then, it was playtime. We all used the given
coloured powders, throwing and applying them on
friends. At that time, we were having so much fun.
After we had played , we picked lucky numbers. Who
won the number would be given the prize of a lot of
snacks. This day was one of my completely
impressive days.

First of all, it was free day but I had
to do someeasy activities of university
with UniKL students at Main Hall. A
Culture of the Malaysia country is Holi
Festival. After that, Malaysian students
taught us aboutMalay dance. I felt that
easy so much. It was fun because I
lovedancing. Next, we joined Holi festival,
we use color powderto throw each other.
There are many colors such as orange,
green, yellow and red. I saw my friends
happy so much with this activity.

Jirasak Sangsaen

Thatphicha Wilatphaingoen

Today is a relaxing day like yesterday because we don’t have a class. I wake up early then
when to the cafeteria for breakfast. We had a ticket to the entrance to The Grand Holi Festival 2018.”
First time ever, color festival fever” It’s like a Songkran festival In Thailand. we threw a color powder
to each other and them threw it back. It’s very funny. We can play extremely without a care about
clothes was dirty. They said is easy to wash our clothes. after that they allow us to relax. Dinner
today is something new because rice is a blue color. I never see it before and I'm not sure about
how to Malaysians call it. But this rice tastes delicious. Today is an exciting day for me. I have learned
something new that makes me very excited.
Sakuna Kansuya
I had tickets to attend Color Festival Fever. This festival was same Songkran festival in
Thailand. I had to see this festival in TV only. I was delighted to be attending this festival. I had joined
this activity with Malaysian students. They gave me bags of color powder to us. This festival was
splashing color powder and water on the body. We were dancing together. This festival was fun. After
that, we were free and didn’t have activity.
Walailak krueaweera
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Today I joined Holifestivitie. Firstly, I had
aerobic dance with Indian student for 30 minutes.
Secondly, we threw the color powder and splashed
water together after this I had lunch together and
rested. Lastly, in the evening I went to the fitness for
exercise with my friends and then we had dinner
together.
Patcharaporn Boonnak
Today, we joined the Holi festival at the field.
Firstly, I got colorful powders like orange, pink and
blue. The people wore black or white T-shirt, we had
to warm up, played with colorful powder and dance.
The colorful powders were on our clothes, it's very
beautiful and fantasy. After that, we had free time, I
wash my clothes, napped in my room and had dinner
with my friends at cafeteria.
Natchareeya Ngeonthon
I joined the Holi festival, it’s provided by Indian
students. You have to splash color powders on body.
It’s like Songkran festival in Thailand, but Thailand
used water to splash. We can bring this festival use in
our university, but we have to learn more information.
Setthawut Bunrak

Today, I woke up at 07:00 a.m. and took
a shower. I went to have breakfast. I
was preparing to join holi festival that
looked like a Songkarn festival in
Thailand. Then, we started in these
activities. We had to do aerobics. I was
thinking that it was very funny and
happy. When time to started, everyone
was preparing to paint to throw each
other. They looked happy and funny.
This is the first time that I was playing
color festival. Next, I had lunch with
friends and went to relax.
Pornnapha Tangkwanoy
First of all, I attended Free &
Easy activity of university with UniKL
students at Main Hall. An activity was
“Color Festival Fever” which Indian
students came to attend in this activity.
I felt happy and very fun. It was full of
colors. I felt so vivacious. Next, I went
to have lunch at Cafeteria. Lastly, I had
dinner at 6 p.m. at Cafeteria and went
to my dorm to rest.
Chanyanut Wongphasinee
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Today, the class is listening class with Madam Farah Idayu. She taught about “How to
improving your listening skill” and “How to be a good listener”. I had to ask question, paraphrased
what I said, looked for opportunities, knew how to concentrate, summarized. The tone of voice was
medium level. She gave me to listen some story and an assignment practice. After that I had lunch
at cafeteria, I went back to tutorial room 3 again because I needed to separate groups and joined
activity with buddy. They had ten rotations for us. This activity had to speak English only during we
joined activity. In the evening, I played the floor ball with friends at gym; this is my first time to play
the floor ball sport. The trainer taught us in step by step .Actually the floor ball isn’t hard but I had
to concentrate my goal. The trainer in my group gave me a floor ball gift. I had dinner. I went to bed
at my dormitory.
Suprawee Nokthiang
In the morning, I studied Listening in English class with Madam Farah Idayu. Good Listener
should ask questions, look for opportunities, concentrate, positive feedback, eye contact, listen to
central themes, don’t judge until comprehension is complete, active and summarizes. In the
afternoon, I attended English is Fun Activity Outdoor with my friends, we divided to 6 groups. I was
a member of group six. There were 8 checkpoints, and we had to do activities in each check point.
In the evening, we learned about floorball sport, it quite similar Hockey sport, but this sport is play
on the ground, this was the last activity for today.
Narumon Tisarakhet
Today I had a listening class in the morning. In this class I learned how to be a good listener. After
finished class I went to cafeteria for had lunch and went to class room again for separated group and
explored around MITEC. This activity we must speak English all the time if we speak Thai or Malaysia
we will get punish. I was fun. For the evening I went to the pharmacy with Rung and Tim for get
some medicine because Rung had swollen eyes and itched her eyes. After finished at pharmacy we
went to the local market with Tim and she recommended me to try local food like Mataba roti and
Apambalik, when we arrived at MITEC I joined to play hockey with friends at the gym and went to
cafeteria for had dinner and went to fitness with my friends.
Patcharaporn Boonnak
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On this day, I slept in a room for half a day.
Because I still haven’t recovered from the eyes. In
the afternoon, I went to the drugstore with Tim. I got
eye drops. After that, I went to relax in my room
Rungthiwa Thaksakunrot
Today, I woke up at 07:30 a.m. and took a
shower. I went to have breakfast with friends. I had a
class in the morning with Miss Syazwa. She taught me
about improving my listening skills and ten keys to
effective listening. After I did the exam about
listening, it was very difficult. In the afternoon, I have
lunch with friends. I did activities at the checkpoint.
There were 6 groups and 8 checkpoints. We have very
funny and happy. When I finished this activity I came
to the cafeteria. And then I went to play floor ball, it
is so funny. Then I have dinner and took a shower.
Pornnapha Tangkwanoy
I had Listening in English class with Madam
Farah Idayu. I’d done some exercises which were like
the TOEIC test in listening part. I took this lesson to
use the TOEIC exam in the future. Then, I had lunch.
At 2.00 p.m. I had activity by groupworks. I’m group
number 5. Each group had six people and each group
had to complete 8 checkpoints. Each group was fun.
The one of the rules was speaking English only. After
completing all the check point activities, I went to
take a shower. At 4.00 p.m. we had activity. The
activity was floor ball. It was my first time to play this
sport. I was very excited and fun. After that, I had
dinner and back room.
Walailak krueaweera

I had a listening English class in the
morning. After this morning, I went to have
lunch at cafeteria. In the afternoon, I joined
check points activity. It likes English camp.
After this activity, I went to practice floor
ball. It’s like hockey.
Setthawut Bunrak
In the morning, I had listening class.
The lecturer gave some tests to us. It’s
difficult for everyone but my friends got
high score. After I had lunch, we had activity
around campus. We went to checkpoint
and played game follow each checkpoint.
When I had finished the activity, we went
to played Floor Ball. It was new sport for
me. I had never play this sport. It’s difficult
for me but it made me happy.
Natchareeya Ngeonthon
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Today we had a listening class with Madam Farah Idayu. We learn about 10 keys to effective listening.then
we had a listening exam. It ’s like a Toeic test in listening part. After finished class, we went to the cafeteria
for lunch. In afternoon we have been separated into 6 group for attending each checkpoint. I am in group
3.then we started at checkpoint 3 to checkpoint 4, Respectively until the the last Checkpoint. Important
Rule it just communicates by using English not talk in the Thai language. Each group taught ours about
grammar, vocabulary. Some checkpoint we need to sing a song. There are many activities or games to
improve English speaking. And it very fun. We walked around the UniKL. And wetted from activity in the
checkpoint. We hurried to have dinner and back to bath at the dormitory.
Sakuna Kansuya
I woke up at 7 o’clock. After that, I brushed my teeth, took a shower,and dressed my clothes. Today
I was wearing red, the color matches on Sunday. In the morning, I went to tutorial room 3 for learned
listening in English with Madam Farah Idayu. In the afternoon, I had lunch in the Cafeteria. I liked this meal
very much. It was chicken curry, had a very pleasant taste. At 2 p.m., I went to tutorial room 3 to come
together for an appointment to play game. And then, we divided into six groups. It was eight check points.
I went to play the first game. Staff didn’t let us to speak Thai. So, we must speak an English language only.
I felt enjoyable and happy with the activities today. Later, I went to the gyms. I played game. I’m tired and
very fun. This evening, I didn’t have a dinner because I’m not hungry. Last, I went to my dorm.
Chanyanut Wongphasinee

In the morning, I had a class for listening skills and I also had some exercises to be done in groups
with my Thai friends. In the afternoon, I and my friends had an activity that we had to finish 8 check
points, but we were divided into 6 groups. In each check point, we’d got a task that inserted English so
that we could play for fun and also learn English at the same time. In the evening, we’re playing floorball,
a type of floor hockey with five players and a goal keeper in each team. We had only one hour to learn
how to use floorball instrument, the rules, and The floorball’s basics. Even though of it, and also had fun
and friendship.
Jirasak Sangsaen
It was an enjoyable day. In the morning, I studied about listening skill and did some exercises.
Inthe afternoon, we had an activity that we had to divide to 6 groups and I am a leader of group one.
There were 8 check points that we might pass the activities to go to the next check points. In the evening,
we had a sport activity named floor ball. It’s like a hockey, but it play on the floor instead the ice floor.
They teach us how to play it, and gave us some exercises. It is really fun. Before thisactivity ended, they
gave 2 team shirts “Leviathan” to the best players, and the one of all was me. I was very thankful.
Nakarin Namwong
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First of all, I studied listening in English with Miss Farah Idayu. She taught me about Ten keys
to Effective listening. There were listen activity, find areas of interest, Resist distraction, Capitalize on
the fast that thought is faster than speech, Be responsive, judge Comment not delivery, Hold one's
fire, listen for idea, work at listening and Exercise one's mind she was friendly with students and very
good taught After, l had lunch. In the afternoon, I joined check points of students Malaysia. I felt that
very funny so I likes an activities to use in our English Camp in the university.
Thatphicha Wilatphaingoen

In the morning for today, I had listening class. we studied about listening skills and all of us did
some exercises about listening. I got bad point. So, I needed to practice my listening skill. After class,
we went to have lunch. Then we had activity, we were divided to 6 groups and I was group 2. There
were 5-6 people in each group. There were 8 check points. Each check point was very funny, we gained
several knowledge in each check points. In the evening, we went to the gym for sport activity named
floor ball. We had fun but tired. They gave people a ball who were the best player in each team.
Sriporn Suealaor

Today, I woke up at 6.30 a.m. and had breakfast at 8.00 a.m. I had listening in English class with
Madam Farah Idayu. She taught about how to be the good communicator .”To be a great communicator,
the first step is being a good listener ” she said. In the afternoon I went to classroom again for separated
group. Staff had activities for us .There were 8 check point , everycheck point had to speak in English
.Each check point had game for us, it was very funny. In the evening, I played floor ball with my friends
at the gym. They had team shirtfor 2 person , who were the best player and I got it. After that I had
dinner.
Supamat Duemphutsa
Today, I had a listening class with Madam Farah Idayu. Firstly, she taught about “How to improving your
listening skill and good listener”. I knew how to concentrate, summarizes; listens between lines to tone of voice,
listen to central themes etc. Secondly, she gave me to listen some story and practiced an assignment. After
that I had lunch at cafeteria, I went to tutorial room 3 because I needed to separate groups and joined activity
with buddy. They had many rotations for us but we had to speak English to each other. We joined activity with
them. In the evening, I played hockey with friends at gym, this was a first time for me to play hockey game.
Actually, hockey game wasn’t hard.
Jirapat Suktunfuy
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Firstly, we went to theTamjungPinai, the place which is
the Eastest of Asia. It’s mangrove forest, hasmany types of
plants and animal, such as crab, monkey, snake, insect, lizard
and toe fish. Secondly, we went to the shopping mall named
JPO, there are many brand name stores, like Adidas, Converse,
Palidi, Swatch, Coach, and Calvin Klein. I bought 4 shirts from
Palidi, it cost me 76 RM. Thirdly, we went to shop at the Aeon
mall, it’s huge. Although there are 4 floors, but it has too many
stores. I bought 2 blouses for my mom and my younger sister.
Nakarin Namwong

I didn’t have class today. I
went to Kampong Penerok in Johor
Bahru. It’s mangrove forest. After this,
I went to JPO or Johor Bahru Premium
Outlet. It has many brand name
products, such as Coach, Adidas, and
Converse. It’s too expensive. I went to
the last shopping mall is AEON Tebrau
City Store & Shopping mall. It’s
cheaper than JPO.
Setthawut Bunrak

In the morning, we had breakfast at cafeteria and visited famous places in Johor Bahru by bus.
The first place was TanjungPiai National Park, it's very beautiful place because full of nature, such
asmangrove forest, mollusks and macaques. It has long wooded bridges, when I walked to follow the
bridges, I could see the wildly sea and the triangle parts of country. They're Malaysia, Singapore, and
Indonesia. After that, we went to JPO or Johor Bahru Premium Outlet, it’s like a shopping mall because
There are many brands here. The last place was AEON shopping mall, it's very big, has many shops
and I had dinner at food court. Then, I bought the clothes and dolls for my buddy and my family.After
finishing, we came back to UniKL MITEC and relaxed in the room.
Natchareeya Ngeonthon
First of all, I had my breakfast at cafeteria with my friends and Farah. While I had breakfast I
learned some Malaysia word from Farah. Secondly, I went to the TanjungPiai National Park and walked
to the bridge at the triangle area. Lastly, I went to the JBO for shopping first and went to the shopping
mall with my buddies, my buddy her name is Hidayu, she is 23 years old for today I talked with her
many things. We shopping and had dinner together. Last but not least, we came back to MITEC.
Patcharaporn Boonnak
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This day was just like a free day. I went to TanjungPiai National Park for the first place and
the other two places were shopping malls. For TanjungPiai National Park, I could feel full of nature
and I saw many creatures there such as long-tailed macaques, crabs, lizards, mudskippers, and many
molluscs looking for food while the tide recedes. The important thing for this place is that here is
The Southernmost Tip of Mainland Asia and it’s one of mangrove forests in Johor. The second place
we went to was JBO shopping mall. I spent time there for an hour, buying two pairs of sport shoes.
After I went back to UniKL MITEC, I had been to the other shopping mall that I forgot its name. I had
dinner at Muslim restaurant with Thai and Malaysian friends. I and Thai friends spent our money to
repay for everything Malaysian buddies did for us.
Jirasak Sangsaen
I didn’t have class in this day, but I went to
travel and shopping. In the morning, I went to
TanjungPiainational park. It was the Sothern most
Tip of Mainland Asia and had many kind of animals,
such as monkeys, mudskipper, crabs and mollusks.
Then we went shopping at Johor Bahru Premium
Outlet. Everything was interesting but it was so
expensive. Then, I went to AEON. It was shopping
time again but I didn’t want to buy anything
although everything was interesting.
Patittapa Sukkara

In this day, I didn’t have a class. In
the morning, I went to TanjungPiai National
Park. There were many animal, such as
monkey, insect, fish, crocodile, butterfly,
mosquito and crab. In the afternoon, I had
lunch at McDonald’s. Next, I went to the JPO
(Johor Premium Outlet). There are products
which are many famous brands, such as
Nike, Adidas, Rubi, Puma, Gucci etc. I bought
a pink bag of Rubi brand. I felt happy so
much because I went to many places. I had
a dinner at Cafeteria and went to dorm for
rest.
Chanyanut Wongphasinee

Today, we went to TanjungPiai Johor National Park. It's mangrove forest. There are many
types of animal, such as mudskippers, moneys, snakes and crabs. This place is at the southernmost
Tip of main Asia and we took photos together. After that we went to JBO, there are many stores
that full of brand name goods. The goods are so expensive but some goods is cost. Then we went
to the Aeon mall, the goods are very interesting because It's beautiful and cheap.
Sriporn Suealaor
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Today, I went to TanjungPiai National Park. I liked there because it riched of
natural . It was a lot of trees and animals such as mangrove, mudskipper, shell, crab,
birds and especially lots of monkey at there. I felt refresh when I was here. I could saw
the triangle area ; my left side was Singapore, right side was Indonesia, and Malaysia at
the middle as I was standing here. After that, we had lunch at Macdonals. Secondly, I
went to JBO shopping mall. There were a lot of duty free brand such as Victoria secret,
Hush Puppies, Anakkyect. Something was cheaper than Thai price. I went to Aeon
Shopping mall. There were 4 floors. It had many brand name and restaurants. I spent a
lot of time and spent money at there. Lastly I went back to UniKL (MITEC) and had dinner
with friends.
Suprawee Nokthiang
The first place that I went to travel today was Tanjung Piai National Park. It is an
excellent place for tourists and nature-lovers to experience the scenic coastal mangroves.
Visitors can enjoy the long boardwalks that provide a good opportunity for bird watching and
also observing the various species of animals living there and it is the place that stand at the
Southern Most Tip of Mainland Asia, and then I went to the Johor Premium Outlets that sells
many international brands like Coach, Versace, Armani, Salvatore Ferragamo, Adidas, Nike,
Ralph Lauren, Timberland, which are usually on sale. The last place that I went was the AEON
mall, it sells many kinds of product and has many activities to do, and I bought some clothes
for my family.
Narumon Tisarakhet
I didn't have class for today, so I jaunted with friends. I went to TanjungPiai Johor
National Park. When I went inside the National Park. I saw many animal. There were monkeys,
crabs, fishes and I saw the ocean is very beautiful. It is gorgeous place. After that, I had lunch
and I went to shopping at JPO or Johor Premium Outlets. It has many things in the JPO and
there were a lot of people, it made me excited because it’s the first time in my life.
Thatphicha Wilatphaingoen
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I wentto Tanjung Piai, National Park. It seemed like mangrove forest in Thailand. There
are many fish, crabs, monkeys and lush green trees. I ate double cheeseburger in McDonald,
it was so delicious. Next, I went to the shopping in the Johor premium outlet mall. There are
a lot of expensive brand name products. I bought sunglasses. Lastly, I went to the AEON mall.
I bought shirts and pants, unfortunately, I didn't have enough money. I ate Thai food, it made
me think of my home. At 08:30 p.m., I took the bus to UniKL MITEC.
Pornnapha Tangkwanoy
14 May, 2018 didn’t have class. The first
place that I went to travel wasTanjungPiai Johor
National Park. This place is a cape in Pontian
District, Johor, Malaysia. It is the southernmost
point of Peninsular Malaysia and the most
southern point of mainland Eurasia. And then, we
had lunch at McDonald’s together. Then, we went
to Johor Premium Outlet. This Mall had a lot of
clothe brand names. After that, we went to next
mall at Johor. We were there until 8.30 p.m. and
had dinner also. We arrived at UniKl 9.00 p.m.

This morning, I woke up at 6.30
o’clock. I took a shower, got dressed
and after that, I have breakfast in
canteen at 8.00AM. After breakfast, we
went to the Tangung Johor National
Park. It is very beautiful. I felt good and
enjoy. And we went to lunch at MC
Donald. After lunch, went to a shopping
mall. I arrived to UniKL MIEC at 3.00PM.
Rungthiwa Thaksakunrot

Walailak krueaweera
Today, firstly I went to TanjungPiai National Park.Ireally loved this place because they were
variety of trees and animals at here such as mangrove, mudskipper, shell, crab, birds and especially
lots of monkey at there. I felt refresh when I was here and most of all TanjungPiai National Park. It
had the bridge around the national park. I could see the triangle area; there were left side is Singapore,
right side is Indonesia, and Malaysia at the middle as I was standing here. After that, the bus
stoppedatMacDonald for having lunch. Secondly, I went to JBO shopping mall,it was variety of duty
free brand such as Victoria secret, Hush Puppies, Anakky, Rupeeetc.It was very cheap. Then, I went
to Aeon Shopping mall. This shopping Mall, there are 4 floors; It’ had many of brand and restaurant
I spent a lot of time and spent money there. Lastly, I went back to UniKL (MITEC) and had dinner
with friends.
Jirapat Suktunfuy
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Today we went to Tanjung Piai national park. I think It is an excellent place for tourists and
nature-lovers to experience the scenic coastal mangroves. Visitors can enjoy the long boardwalks
that provide a good opportunity for bird watching and also observing the various species of animals
living there. While I walk on the wood boardwalk I take a lot of pictures. I like green space. A wood
boardwalk connects the different parts of the park and takes us directly to the center of the
mangrove forest. Before had lunch at Mcdonald, we went to take a photo together at the
southernmost tip of mainland Asia.It's also known as the Indochinese Peninsula. Then we went to
Johor premium outlet. I spend time about 1 hour to walk around and bought a little green bag. In
evening we went to Aeon Tebrau city. We walk around and buy some snacks. I and my friends had
dinner in Thai restaurant. It’s only one shop of Thai food. A food taste almost same at Thailand.
That is a happy meal. But When we called to pay we had a little problem with a price of food. We
can solve the problem so clearly. We went back to UniKL at 8:30 PM. And arrived around 10 PM.
Sakuna Kansuya
Today, I didn’t have class. I woke up at 7.00 a.m. then I went to TanjungPiai Johor national
park and walked around there. I walked to the bridge at the triangle area, the right side is Indonesia,
the left side is Singapore and the area that I was standing Malaysia. Then I went to JBO outlet, there
were many brand name stores, then I went to shopping mall for shopping. I bought a notebook for
my buddy and clothes for my family. I went to the food shop with my buddy and my friends and
ate together. After that I came back to UniKL.
Supamat Duemphutsa
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I had logistics class in the morning. In the
afternoon, we made 2 groups. The first group was in the
library. I listened the TED Talk. The second group went
to checkpoint. My friend and I were in second group. We
played game in each checkpoint. When I finished my
activity, I watched short drama. Before we slept, we had
party. We sang a song, I changed my gifts with buddies.
My friends had performance. My buddy came to my
room. We talked about everything but I couldn’t talk
with her for long time. I went to sleep because I wanted
to rest and I was sick.
Patittapa Sukkara

First of all, I went to Logistics class at tutorial
room 3. I listened to lectures from Mr.Rayner and
watched a video about first day to last day that we
were here. I felt impressed when I was here. I watched
the video and felt appreciated it. Then I took a picture
with Mr.Rayner. Next, I went to library to join the Ted
talk competition. At 2 p.m. I listened and watched the
public speaking and short dramaat library. Lastly, I had
farewell dinner with buddies and gave gifts to buddies.

I went to the library of
UniKL. I joined check point activity
again. After this activity, I went
back to the library again. In the
library has a speech from
Malaysian students. In the evening,
I went to have dinner with teacher
Rayner before I’m going back to
Thailand in tomorrow. After this
dinner time, we had the last
performance from our country to
show in Thai dance.
Setthawut Bunrak
I gained more knowledge from
speaking competitions and knew how to be
a good listener and speaker. At the farewell
party, I got more relationship between us
and our Malaysian buddy, they are more
than friends and I wouldn’t forget them.
Nakarin Namwong

Chanyanut Wongphasinee
I went to the lecture room for met Mr. Rayner and got a certificate, watched video and took photos
together. After that I walked around MITEC for took group photos. Secondly, I had lunch at the cafeteria
and went to the library for separated group, one group for joined the public speaking and one group for
explored around MITEC. I was explored around MITEC and had to finish my six check point. We did our
mission in each check point and came to join the public speaking in the library again. After finished public
speaking we got a some money for a reward and certificate. Lastly, we bought some food from the food
truck and ate together. Lastly we had a dinner party with Dean and buddies of MITEC. We watched the
performances together and then I went to my room for packed my baggage.
Patcharaporn Boonnak
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Today, first thing I had to do was to meet Mr.
Rayner to learn about Logistic for 2 hours, and then I got
a certificate of attending this camp. We all took photos
with happiness and self pride. In the afternoon, we were
divided into two groups, one group was participating in a
public speech contest and the other group, including me,
was joining an exploring game. For the exploring game,
we had to be separated into 6 groups to finish 6 check
points. Each check point had us to accomplish an English
game. My team was the 5th place. We got the prices
and also certificates. In the evening, we all had a dinner
party as a farewell party. I changed presents with my
buddy before going to my room and packing my luggage.
Jirasak Sangsaen
Today, we had Logistics class by SirRayner W S
Tan.He told us about ASEAN. ASEAN vision following 5
core elements namely free flow of goods, free flow of
services, free flow of investment, free flow of capital and
free flow of skilled labors. Then we went to library and
we had adventure explorer game. There were 6 check
points. We were explorer, we need to walk around the
campus to find each check point if we found, we had
activities to do in each check point. Next, we joined the
ceremony about TED TALK and Short Drama. My group
got the fourth explorer. We got 20 RM. Then in the
evening, we had dinner and fare well. We looked
performance from Maesot students. They showed Thai
dance. Lastly, we gave something to our buddies and
we took photos together.
Sriporn Suealaor

I studied Logistics class in the
tutorial room 3 by Prof.Rayner. He
taught me about ASEAN Vision, AEC's
plan and intention. The rail connection
between Malaysia and Thailand border
trade. I remembered that he said that
we should learn a word in every day and
a year. I will get 360 words. I did Malaysia
& Thailand activity in the library. I had
lunch and went to join public speaking
and short drama activity. In the evening,
I had dinner with friends, buddies, and
teacher. We had a party together. I was
very happy to exchange gift with buddy.
Pornnapha Tangkwanoy
In the morning, Mr. Rayner taught
me about the building of a sustainable
freight transport system via rail in ASEAN,
focusing on Thai/Malaysian cross
borders trade, then my friends and me
went to the library and we had to divide
the group into 2 groups, the first group
had to attend the Ted talk and the
another group had to do the activity
outside. Thereafter, I listened the public
speaking and short drama. In the
evening, we had the farewell party with
Mr. Rayner and Malaysian friends.
Narumon Tisarakhet
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Today, I skipped my breakfast because I woke up late. In the morning, I met Sir. Rayner
at lecturer room. He tough about logistics lifts; brief on various types of transport system- Land,
Sea and Air based on geographical infrastructures. The beginning of ASEAN linkages, via Pipeline
and rail network compared Thailand and Malaysia .The relationship between Malaysia and
Thailand crossed borders trade scenario how it be. An obstacle faced and challenged in the
future. After, we finished class. Sir, Rayner gave a certificate and took a photo together. He made
our video from each activity. I had to join activity with my friends and Malaysian friends at library.
We needed to separated 2 groups because it had 2 activity, The first activity in the library; Tedx
talk. It was into the library, and the second activity is explored around university. So I joined the
first activity. I listened Martin who talked about motivation in diary lift and played game with
Malaysian friends. In the evening, there was a mini farewell party. We had dinner together. There
were Thai performances and singing. It was my memory moment that I won’t forget it.
Suprawee Nokthiang
Today, I woke up at 6.30 a.m. and had
breakfast at 8.00 a.m. I had logistics class with
Mr.Rayner. After that I went to library for joined
check points with Malaysian friends. There were
6 checked points. After that I went to library
again. In the library had speech from Malaysian
friends and had performance from Thai students.
After that I took photos with my Malaysian
friends and gave a gift to my buddy, because
that night was last night at Malaysia. Tomorrow,
I will go back to Thailand.
Supamat Duemphutsa

Today, I woke up at 6.30 o’clock. I
have breakfast in the cafeteria at 8.15 AM. In
the morning, I learned about Logistics. By
teacher Reyner. I got a lot of knowledge about
transportation, passing, and traffic. Next, I
went to the library of UniKL MITEC and did
activities with friends in Malaysia. There was a
prize draw. After that, there was English
speaking competition. In the evening, there
was the feast, a dance of Thailand and singing
Thai with Malaysia. After that, we were giving
the gift to buddy and took pictures together.
Rungthiwa Thaksakunrot
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Today, I skipped my breakfast because I woke up late. Firstly, I met Mr. Rayner at lecture
room. He taught about logistics lift; brief on various types of transport system- Land, Sea and Air
based on geographical infrastructures. I knew that History- the beginning of ASEAN linkages, via
Pipeline and rail network. The ASEAN rails connection. Malaysia/Thailand crossed borders trade
scenario, before and after, obstacles faces and challenges and suggestion & solution. After finished
class, Mr. Rayner got a certificate and took a photo together. Secondly, I had to join activity with my
friends and Malaysian friends at library. First of all, we needed to separate 2 groups because it had 2
activities, the first activity was at the library; TEDx talk. The another one was explored around
university. So, I joined the first activity, Listened speakers who talked about motivation in diary lift
and played game with Malaysian friends.
Jirapat Suktunfuy
Today I had breakfast at 8.00 a.m. Then, I had logistics class with Mr. Raner in tutorial room.
He was talking about the logistics of international trade. The knowledge was about the trade and
economy in ASEAN countries. Next, I went to the library of UniKL MITEC and did activities with friends
in Malaysia. There was a prize drawing. After that, there was English speaking competition. We had
party dinner with friends in Malaysia. Foods for dinner were very good, they werechicken, spicy
salad,fruits, lemon juice and dessert. After dinner, we had a little show of our university, it was Thai
dance. Then, there were singing performance from Malaysia friends. We were fun together. It was a
special moment. I was impressed that my friends were singing happily, ant they sang a birthday song
to me, because I was born in May 13. I was impressed very much. Next, we exchangedgifts with their
own buddies. We took pictures together and keep as a souvenir. After the party, we went back to
the room to pack a bag and were ready to travel the next day.
Walailak krueaweera
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This morning, we studied the about Logistics of Asian in Logistics class. After finishing lunch, We made
2 groups, The first group was in the library to listen the speech and the second group did English activities
outdoor. I was in the second group with my friends, we played many activities, such as charade and answered
the questions. Then, we came back to the library to watch the drama movie by Malaysian friends. Beside the
building, there were the food trucks, we bought some food to eat and share, it's very delicious. In the night,
we had dinner and farewell party, it had many kinds of food, such as chicken, shrimp and brownie. They're very
delicious. After that, some of us showed Thai cultures like the singing Thai song and Thai dance for Malaysian
friends. Then, we gave the Thai presents for them, such asKluay Kai key rings, Thai caramel and coins of Thailand.
We hugged, took pictures, and cried with Malaysian because today was the last day in Malaysia, it's very sad
today. Then, we came back to the room and packed my bags for tomorrow.
Natchareeya Ngeonthon
Today we had the logistics class with Mr.Ratner at the tutorial room. He told us logistics is not difficult or
complicated. It’s very easy just like you move your body, you set the alarm clock. When you organize a thing or
you have a plan to do something. It’s all of logistics.Everything around you is logistics. The second lesson is about
ASEAN vision. The vision of ASEAN leaders to build an ASEAN Community target for a well-connected ASEAN that
will contribute towards a more competitive and resilient ASEAN, as it will bring peoples, goods, services, and capital
closer together. We learned only 2 hours. And went to the library. We separated into 2 group. 1 group for doing
activities in each checkpoint and 1 group for listening to the Ted talk competition. I learned about how to find a
motivation for myself. It's quite useful for someone who finds actually themselves like me. I need to find what I
love and do it the best. In evening we had a little farewell. We had performances from both Thai and Malaysia
students. I performed a Thai dance with Thai student. Some Thai and Malaysia student sang a song. They make
surprise. Because they had a very melodious sound. Before went back to dormitory I gave a little gift for my
buddy. And sleep late because I packed my bag and prepared everything for tomorrow.
Sakuna Kansuya

In the morning, I had breakfast. After then I studied about Malaysia and Thai culture. I had lunch and joined
checkpoints with Malaysian students. I was fun, so I like the activitiesin our English Camp. Mr.Rayner taught about
Malaysia /Thai Cross Borders Trade -Songkhla itself is important in terms of size the biggest province in southern
Thailand. –2014 it accounts for 221 billion baht or neatly20% of gross regional product much more than phuket
(133billion), Surat Thai (162 billion) or Krabi(68.1billion). The Figure also exceeds those of Chiang Mai (184 billion) and
Lhon Kaen 191billion -An agriculture production Centre, Songkhla also potential as an investment, business and tourism
hub with infrastructure liking all regions of the Country, the province service as a gateway to distribute wealth and add
value to Thai products and tourism. In the evening, I joined the activity at the library UniKL, dinner and fare well party
at Garden Cafe with Malaysianr students. I was fun and I will keep it as a memory.
Thatphicha Wilatphaingoen
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This morning, we studied the about
Logistics of Asian in Logistics class. After finishing
lunch, We made 2 groups, The first group was in
the library to listen the speech and the second
group did English activities outdoor. I was in the
second group with my friends, we played many
activities, such as charade and answered the
questions. Then, we came back to the library to
watch the drama movie by Malaysian friends.
Beside the building, there were the food trucks, we
bought some food to eat and share, it's very
delicious. In the night, we had dinner and farewell
party, it had many kinds of food, such as chicken,
shrimp and brownie. They're very delicious. After
that, some of us showed Thai cultures like the
singing Thai song and Thai dance for Malaysian
friends. Then, we gave the Thai presents for them,
such asKluay Kai key rings, Thai caramel and coins
of Thailand. We hugged, took pictures, and cried
with Malaysian because today was the last day in
Malaysia, it's very sad today. Then, we came back
to the room and packed my bags for tomorrow.

Today I planted to woke up late
because doesn't have activities to do. But we
need to go to the classroom for received a
certificate. I went to the cafeteria for breakfast
then went to met Mr.Rayner for received a
certificate and took a photo with Mr.Ratner and
friends. Mr. Rayner has a short video for Thai
student. That video is about the picture of
activities he took.and told us to pay attention
to improve our English skill. I felt impressive and
want to thank you to him for warm welcome.
After that, I went back to the dormitory to
cleaned the room and checked my suitcase. At
3 PM we went to the airport with Mr.Rayner and
Malaysia friends.we had a flight at 6:55 PM. We
arrived at Don Mueang International Airport
around 9 PM. And brought our suitcase to a bus
from Kamphaeng Phet Rajabhat University.
Sakuna Kansuya

Natchareeya Ngeonthon

Today was my last day in UniklMitec. I woke up earlier and went to the cafeteria for had
breakfast. After I had breakfast already I went to class room for met Mr. Rayner for got a certificate
and took photos. Next, I walked around for took photos and went to cafeteria for had lunch with
my Malaysian friends, after had lunch I brought my baggage to the bus and went to the airport.
Mr. Rayner , Tim and buddies came to send us at the airport. We arrived at Donmueang airport
and took a bus for came back to my university.
Patcharaporn Boonnak
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Today I woke up late because I hadn’t activity .After I
packed my suitcase, I had lunch and met Sir. Rayner. He told that
“Don’t be shy when you speak English, you just speak out more
and read newspaper every day, so when you read it you need to
pronounce it too”. Sir. Rayner said that I felt thankful and I really
appreciated it. We took a photo together .We went out from UniKL
(MITEC) to Senai International Airport Johor Bahru around 1:00 pm.
I arrived at the Airport around 3:00 pm. Then, Sir. Rayner and
buddies sent us back to Thailand at the airport. My flight took off
around 6:30 pm. I arrived at Donmueang Airport around 8:00 pm.
I arrived at my university around 2:30 pm.
Suprawee Nokthiang
The last day, In UniKL MITEC. I woke up earlier for preparing my baggage and I went to the cafeteria
for had breakfast. After, I went to classroom for meet Mr. Rayner for got a certificate and took photos. In
the classroom, Mr. Rayner told us do not be afraid to speak English. You can speak and don't care the
others or shy. If you don't shy or try to speak more, it made us speak English better. I through that, He’s
right and good taught. Next, I walked around in UniKL and took photos. At noon, I had lunch with Malaysian
friends. After had lunch. I got on the bus and went to Airport. Mr. Rayner. He was very glad He went to the
airport for sent us. He was take care us very good so it made me appreciate with him very much.
Thatphicha Wilatphaingoen
I went to pick up a certificate in the tutorial room 3 with Prof. Rayner. In the afternoon, it was the
last. I had lunch there. I was traveling from University, Kuala Lumpur to the airport. I took the UniKL by
bus. I traveled to the airport at 03:00 pm. We took a photo with teacher and buddies. I was waiting the
plane to leave to Malaysia. I arrived in Thailand about 09:00 p.m. and got on the Kamphaeng Phet Rajabhat
University bus. I was so tired and slept on the bus. I had dinner at Singburi and came back to Kamphaeng
Phet. I waited my aunt to pick me.
Pornnapha Tangkwanoy
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Today, it’s last day for me in Malaysia. I woke up at 7.00
a.m. and had breakfast at 8.00 a.m. After that I went to
classroom for met Mr.Rayner and then he gave me a certificate
and took photos. After that I walked around UniKL for took
photos, then I had lunch at cafeteria. I brought my baggage into
the bus and went to Senai Airport. Mr.Rayner with my buddy
went to airport together. I arrived at Don Mueang Airport at 9.00
p.m. and took a bus for came back to KPRU.
Supamat Duemphutsa
Today I woke up late because I hadn’t activity and skipped
my breakfast. After I packed my suitcase, I went to havelunch. I
met Mr. Rayner, he told that “Don’t be shy when you speak
English, you just speak out more and read newspaper every day,
so when you read it you need to pronounce it too”. When he said
I felt thankful and I really appreciated it. After that we took a photo
with together, we departed from UniKL (MITEC) to Senai
International Airport, Johor Bahru around 1:00 pm. I arrived at the
airport around 3:00 pm. Then, Mr. Rayner and all of our buddy sent
us back to Thailand. My flight took off around 6:30 pm. Lastly, I
arrived at Donmueang Airport around 8:00 pm. I arrived at my
university around 2:30 pm.
Jirapat Suktunfuy
16 May, 2018 was the last day to stayin UniKLMitec. I woke
up late, because it's my last day. I had breakfast at 10.00 a.m. and
then, we went to the tutorial room3 for receiving a certificate with
Mr.Rayner and took a photo together. He had a short video for us.
It was the images from the first day that we arrived at Unikl until
the last day. It was good memories. I was very impressed with this
video, because it would be good memories. We all said thank you
Mr.Rayner for everything. Then, we took a photo together. After
that, we took the bags back to prepare to go to the airport by
UniKL bus. I got to the airport about 3 p.m., we were waiting to
check in and boarding. We had flight at 6.55 p.m. Next, we arrived
at Don Mueang Airport at 8.p.m.
Walailak krueaweera

My last day at UniKL
MITEC. I woke up at 6.00 o’clock.
I took a shower, got dressed and
I went to canteen for having
breakfast. After that, we went to
classroom for meeting Mr. Reyner
and watched videos, got a
diploma and took pictures
together. Next, we went to have
lunch at the cafeteria. After that,
we went to airport for coming
back to Thailand.
Rungthiwa Thaksakunrot
16 May, 2018 was the last
day in UniKL Mitec. I woke up
early, Mr. Rayner got me the
certificate, and then I had
breakfast at the cafeteria, I took
the photos with my Malaysian
friends and they gave me some
souvenirs. Thereafter we got on a
bus to go to Senai Airport, then
this was the time that we had to
say good bye, we arrived in
Thailand around 9.00 p.m. and got
on a bus to go to Kamphaeng
Phet.
Narumon Tisarakhet
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Today was the last day, we got certificate from
SirRayner and we took photos together. Then at 1.30 p.m.,
we went to Senai International Airport for came back to
Thailand. We arrived to Thailand at 8.48 p.m. Then we get
the bus and we came back to our home.
Sriporn Suealaor
In the last day, I was in Malaysia. In the morning, I
got certificate and took many picture with my Malaysian
friends and the lecturer. In the afternoon, I went to the
airport. At the airport,I bought some chocolates and ate
hamburger for dinner. When I arrived at Thailand, I changed
my moneys and went to my home.
Patittapa Sukkara
I didn’t want this day to be the last day in UniKL MITEC,
but it was unavailable. In the morning, I cleaned up my room before
having breakfast. When I had already eaten my breakfast, I went to
see Mr.Rayner. He told me that how goodwe had the chance to be
and study here, even it was just a short period time and we had to
use all of experiences that we had got from living and studying here
to get other chances. While we were waiting for the bus which
would take us to the airport, we were talking with our Malaysian
buddies and somebody was taking some photos to keep memories
alive forever. Moreover, Mr.Rayner and Malaysian friends also went
to Senai International Airport to send us back to Thailand. At that
time, we were all full of sad, happy, tearful and grief feeling
samultaneously.
Jirasak Sangsaen

The last day to be an
exchange student in MITEC, I’d
already got the best relationship, a
nice services, both sad and happy
moment in the same time, and the
extremely good experience.
Nakarin Namwong
16 May, 2018 was a bright
day. I went to my hometown and it
was asad day because I would leave
this university.I felt sad. However, we
would miss and usually connect
each other. At 1 p.m., I was getting
ready to go to the airport with my
friends, and buddiessent us to the
airport. Lastly, we were onboard to
back to Thailand.
Chanyanut Wongphasinee
I have to go back to Thailand today.
Today is the last day I live here. I feel
sad when I have to go back to
Thailand. I got friendships from
Malaysian friends. They took care me
well. It’s good memory. I will
remember this experience forever. I
love MITEC, Malaysia.
Setthawut Bunrak
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In this day, I got new experience which was
aboard with my friends to go to Malaysia. When I was
arriving, I got new friends from Malaysia, saw MITEC
buildings and environment, tasted the Malaysian food
It’s the first time to go to

and got a buddy finally. Her name is Yannie.

Malaysia. I’ve known people from
other faculties, and Malaysian friends.
Setthawut Bunrak
I learned about how to board
a plane step by step and learned
about how to adapt myself to

Nakalin Namwong
Today, I know about how to check our flight,
how to check in, how to load luggage and how to pass
immigration. This is my first time that I get a chance to
go abroad. I will apply when I go to abroad in the
future. It’s the best experience for me.
Sriporn Suealaor

changed circumstances.
Patcharaporn Boonnak

I had learned new friends and Buddy. I talked
with buddy about culture of Malaysia, such as

I met many new friends and I

religion, food, and population of the Malaysia. I had

try to make friend with them. I

practice speaking English with my Buddy. It made me

learned about their accent and tried

understood more English language.
Thatphicha Wilatphaingoen

to understand it.
Natchareeya Ngeonthong
Today, I got new experiences

In this day, I got new friends and listened
new accent.

to aboard. I got new friends from
Malaysia when I arrived. I ate Malaysia
food at cafeteria at UniKL (MITEC) it’s
different from Thai food, but It’s
delicious. In the evening, I got my
buddy, her name is Tim.
Supamat Duemphutsa

Patittapa Sukkara
Today, I knew about how to check our flight,
how to check in, how to load luggage and how to
pass immigration. This was my first time that I got a
chance to go Malaysia and it made me feel to dare
got out from my comfort zone.
Jirapat Suktunfuy
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I learned how to check-in and

5 May, 2018 was the first day. I didn’t

passed through immigration. Because I had

learn today but I got a buddy. His name’s

not been traveled in abroad, it was my first

“One”. He was friendly. I hoped I could be a

time. When I traveled the other in abroad, I

good buddy for him by helping each other.

used this experience to be useful.

ChayanutW ongphasinee

Pornnapha Tangkwanoy
I learned about the process of going
abroad. First, at the airport, I checked the
flight status in a monitor. Then, I went to the
counter of the airline for check-in, loading
suitcase, Sending a passport and Boarding
Pass to immigration officials. I put the bag
belt X-ray. I went to the boarding gate
indicated in the Boarding Pass. When I went
up on the plane seat by number. I arrived. I

-Time Management > When the flight
was 12.00, I had to arrive the airport at 11.00.
-Money Management> I had to look
at the currency change every day. The price
of food in the airplane was very expensive.
It’s triple of the normal price.
-Looking at the information
>The weight of the bag couldn’t over 20 kg.
-Respect the own culture> I had to
dress up in polite dress because of Muslims.
Suprawee Nokthiang

went to the luggage carousel.
Sakuna Kansuya
I knew how to go to foreign country,

Today, I learned about how to go
through airport procedures at the Donmuang

for example how to check in, went through

Airport and how to exchange money

the immigration, loaded luggage and the

currencies, also checking foreign exchange

process in the airplane. This was the first

rates. These can help me more confident to

time that I heard Malaysian's accent, I have

go abroad next time. Moreover, I knew how

to try hard to understand some words that

Malaysian greets to their foreign friends

pronounced very different.

when I arrived at my hotel.

Narumon Tisarakhet

Jirasak Sangsaen
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English for communication is
very important especially listening,
I’d studied how to summarize the paragraph with

speaking, reading, and writing.
Setthawut Bunrak

Madam Farah Idayu, and I got some tricks for her, it was
“KISS” (Keep it short and easy). I and my K-pop dance

Today, I know about how to

group got more confidence from our performance at

negotiation, how to writing letter in

The Voice competition, and I also got a little prize from

English, and how to summarize.

lucky drawing number.

I will apply for my English teacher

Nakarin Namwong

Today I got some trick from the class "How to
write summary is "KISS" (Keep it short and easy), taste
Malaysian foods for first time it’s a little bit different
from Thai foods and try to adjust myself for
understanding Malaysian English.
Patcharaporn Boonnak

in the future because these are
important with English teacher.
I should know very well before I
will go out to teach children in the
future.
Sriporn Suealaor

I had to learn about communication.
In the class, I studied the

She taught on how to speak to negotiate, such

Business English Communication.

as an interactive communicative process, what

I learned about how to negotiate and

you need to know about negotiation, and stages

how to make the result as win-win or

of negotiation and strategies in negotiation. After

win-lose. My teacher taught me about

she gave 3 groups and a presentation about how

business correspondence, so I knew

to negotiate to purchase stuff and I learned

more of this and I can do it correct. The

about the letter writing test and summary

last, I learned the summary writing and

writing. I got a lot of negotiation skills. Letter

knew the steps in writing a summary.

writing and summary writing make me know

Natchareeya Ngeonthong

more vocabularies and improve my English skills.
Rungthiwa Thaksakunrot

I had studied Business Communication
class with Mrs. Farah IdayuMohd Salleh.
She taught me about how to negotiate. It has
two possible outcomes between seller and
customer. How to write a letter and summary
writing. It made me understand which she
taught us and it is important for my future.
Thatphicha Wilatphaingoen
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I got the knowledge. I knew how to
negotiation when I bought some things and
how to negotation.
Pornnapha Tangkwanoy
Today, I learnt about Negotiation skills,
writing a letter and writing a summary. I had to
use Negotiation skills when I needed to exchange
or promised with each other. I learnt about writing
a letter for connecting to each other such as
business letter and complaint letter. I learnt about
writing a summary has many steps to writing. It’s
valuable to easily understand an essay or text.
This rule K I S S kept it short.
Sakuna Kansuya
In this day, I got how to bargain, write the
letter and write summary. It was useful.
Patittapa Sukkara

I learned about Business communication with Farah
IdayuMohd Salleh. The first lesson was Negotiation skills,
Business Correspondence, letter Writing test and Writing
summary. I got more knowledge about Negotiation two
parties to discuss their similarities & differences and what
was win-win, win-lose. Win-win was both parties benefit
from the mutual agreement Win-lose was two parties see
their counterparts as opponents. I could use these lessons
to adapt in my real life.
Walailak Krueaweera

Today, I had class,
I studied about how to make
a formal business letter, how
to write summary, and I got
tricks from her.
Supamat Duemphutsa
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In the morning, I learned English Communication 1. I got a lot of knowledge, such as
negotiation skills, letter writing test & summary writing. I learned with teacher Farah
IdayuMohd Salleh. She made me felt happy in the classroom. She taught well and I
understood her. She was kind and made me wanted to study with her. I got much
knowledge, such as>> Summary writing: I knew how to remember. It is K I S S. Its means
that K=Keep I=It S=Shot S=Simple
To use in the classroom. When I wanted to write summary, it could help me to write
summary easier.
Chayanut Wongphasinee
Today, I knew how different Malaysian and Thai
food are. I knew Malaysian food taste is quite plainer

I practiced English listening

than Thai food, but I could accept it. And I knew

skill. I knew how to negotiation when

Malaysians don’t eat or consume any products made

I bought something the market. . It

of pork, because consuming pork products is one of

was a technique. I went to the local

their religious prohibitions. I considered Malaysians’

market. It was interesting food. Some

English accent is a bit different from Thais’, so it was

food was same Thai market.

rather hard for me to catch their words.

Suprawee Nokthiang

Jirasak Sangsaen

Today, I got many new knowledge and new experience. In the morning. Rayner said
“don’t be shy if you want to speak English language, so you need to speak out don’t be shy
because it’ll be make you improve and show must go on when you talk to someone in English
language”. Then in the English Communication Class, Madam Farah Idayu taught me about
Negotiation. I got to knowledge about possible outcomes: (win-win) and (win-lost), getting the
cheapest deal and beating the other side and how to adapt it in my diary life.
Jirapat Suktunfuy
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I saw an economic city, and amazing
places in Singapore.
Setthawut Bunrak
I gain more experience about how to go
to abroad and I can improve my speaking
English skills with foreigners. We have to be on
time when we will go somewhere with team. I
knew about different culture. If we will go to
another country, we should know about their
culture, what we can do and we can’t do like
what is illegal. I will apply for my job and I can
tell my students.
Sriporn Suealaor
I got new experience and memories,
because I went to Singapore. I saw city of
Singapore. It’s beautiful and very clean. I took
many photos in Singapore because views and
each places in Singapore were very beautiful.
I saw lifestyle of people in Singapore, they
always active.
Supamat Duemphutsa
I learned about the history of the
places in Singapore, and Singapore has
increased the population policy, because
country has the population around 7 million
people. So, the laws are become strict, and
there is a very high cost of living.
Narumon Tisarakhet

I’ve got a new experience, visibility
and good memory from Singapore, because
it was my first time to visit at here I took
many photos, saw Singaporean lifestyle,
knew Singapore history, visit the amazing
places and got my souvenirs to my family
and friends.
Nakarin Namwong
When I went to the Singapore, I must
know and follow the rules of this country,
such as don't throw rubbish on the ground,
spit the saliva and make some noise in other
places.
Natchareeya Ngeonthong
I got more experiences today. I knew
story about The Merlion , The Garden by the
Bay and others.
Patittapa Sukkara
Because I got to Singapore today,
I learned more a different culture and
something different from in Thailand, and
even in Malaysia. The guide of this trip told
me a brief history, some politics, and the
profile of Singapore. I knew that Singapore
has to import many goods from other
countries, because Singapore is a small
island and doesn’t have enough areas to
grow crops and to produce food itself. Thus,
this causes an increase of merchandise
prices.
Jirasak Sangsaen
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More than traveling was get experience. Singaporean was walk faster Thai people.
Time management was great. It was different culture. The road was very clean. It was
beautiful country. It was a green city and modern city, too.
Suprawee Nokthiang
I got much new knowledge about historical information of many place in Singapore,
also how to use the bus station. When I visited, it’s very clean, beautiful and shady.
Jirapat Suktunfuy
I got much new knowledge about
historical information of many place in
Singapore, also how to use the bus station.
When I visited, it’s very clean, beautiful and
shady.
Jirapat Suktunfuy

I got more experiences today. I
knew story about The Merlion, The Garden
by the Bay and others.
Patittapa Sukkara
I learned about the history of the
places in Singapore, and Singapore has
increased the population policy, because
country has the population around 7 million
people. So, the laws are become strict, and
there is a very high cost of living.
Narumon Tisarakhet

More than traveling was get experience.
Singaporean was walk faster Thai people.
Time management was great. It was
different culture. The road was very
clean. It was beautiful country. It was a
green city and modern city, too.
Suprawee Nokthiang
Because I got to Singapore today, I
learned more a different culture and
something different from in Thailand, and
even in Malaysia. The guide of this trip
told me a brief history, some politics, and
the profile of Singapore. I knew that
Singapore has to import many goods
from other countries, because Singapore
is a small island and doesn’t have
enough areas to grow crops and to
produce food itself. Thus, this causes an
increase of merchandise prices.
Jirasak Sangsaen

I learned about using life of the people in Singapore. I knew about Singapore’s
lifestyle. When I was there, I tried to listen from his accent and got new words.
Pornnapha Tangkwanoy
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Speaking is very important for
communication every day. I got to know how
to speak English well.
Setthawut Bunrak
I learned about the steps in giving presentation and how to be a good speaker; the steps
for presentation are 4Ps such as plan, prepare, practice and present. Plan and prepare is thinking
about point, taking down the note of goals and do not practice too much, how to be a good
speaker not having a good grammar, look at the audience eye or forehead and just do it if you feel
nervous do deep breath and close your eyes a few minutes and how to play dodge ball is throw
the ball to opponent if the ball touch them, they have to out of this game.
Patcharaporn Boonnak

I’d got knowledge in the speaking course with Miss Syazwa Nabila. She taught us
about how to speak English well without fear and nervousness, gave us a few trips and
4 steps to be a good speaker. It called 4 Ps, such as plan, prepare, practice and present.
I had known the play Malaysian traditional sport named Dodge ball.
Nakarin Namwong
I know that when we presented, we
should be brave and we have to plan,
prepare, practice and be brave for
presentation. I think presentation can make
me brave and we will be a good English
speaker in the future if we are brave to speak
English.

Today, I learned about speaking and
had to present to sale the jeans jacket. I
followed to steps giving presentation, it's 4 Ps.
It made me brave to present and when I
always speak English, my accent will be
better.
Natchareeya Ngeonthong

Sriporn Suealaor

I learned about presentation. I had to
improve you for the better. There are listening,
speaking, reading and writing skill, so I often had
to speak.
Pornnapha Tangkwanoy

Today, I had speaking in English
class with Miss Syazwa Nabila. She taught
about how to speaking.
Supamat Duemphutsa
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I learned about Barriers of speaking effectively, step in giving presentations, such as 1. Plan
2. Prepares 3. Practice and 4.Present. She divided each group into 2 people and we had to
present about the sale of the goods. For learning today, I got knowledge about speaking skills,
such as presentation process, speech process and personality in speaking.
Rungthiwa Thaksakunrot
I get more about how to speak English
with teacher. It made me know about speaking
English, and I thought that, it is important in my
life so much, so I should improve myself to get
an ability of communication with foreigners
well.
Thatphicha Wilatphaingoen
I learned in speaking and having a
speech in front of the public and how to speak
and get attraction form buyer, pretending as a
seller. I also learned how to lessen my
nervousness while speaking in the public. It’s
useful for me because I am studying in the
faculty of education. I can take these
techniques in my future career.
Jirasak Sangsaen

I could use these process to make
my speaking skill better, for example if I had
to present something, I would know that I
should to have introduction, main theme
and summary in the presentation, and if I
felt nervous when I presented, I could look
at the forehead of audiences, not their eyes
and took a deep breath, and then I would
feel better.
Narumon Tisarakhet
In this day, I learned about speaking
and had a presentation. I got some tricks. It
was useful for me when I became a teacher.
I watched movie soundtracks and sub
English. It made me improve English skills.
Patittapa Sukkara

I got the suggestion from Madam when I presented. I had to more confident by 3Ps; plan,
prepare and practice. I had to focuse on words, voice, and body language. I’ll adopt it when I had
a presentation. It was useful to improve my speaking skills. Turn on myself on and smile
Suprawee Nokthiang
Today, I got about speaking effectively such as clear voice, smile, eye-contact, Gestures, posture
and neat clothes. It was steps in giving presentation. There were 4Ps include; 1. Plan: written
everything 2. Prepare: prepare yourself 3. Practice: you need to practice too much 4. Presentation.
learned about 3 points how to presentation include; Introduce (get attention), Main theme
(content) and Summary/conclusion (key message). If you felt nervous you should to deep breath
and focus on the audience between fore head and eyes.
Jirapat Suktunfuy
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I joined many activities from Malaysian friends. I can
use their activities with our camp.
Setthawut Bunrak

I got a teamwork, fun, enjoyable, increased my
creative from all activity, and I had studied Malaysian
language, such as greeting, count the number and how to
introduce yourself in Bahasa Malaysia language.
Nakarin Namwong
I have known many things that different from
Thailand, such as Malaysia language, food, dance, religion
and their lifestyle. I felt that it is good experiences.
Thatphicha Wilatphaingoen
I could apply these activities to teach the students
when I had to build the English camp with my friends, and
if I had chance to go to Malaysia again, I could use
Malaysia language for greeting and introduce myself.
Narumon Tisarakhet
The most important thing, it was teamwork.
Everyone helped to do activities together. They dared to
express my selves, but I couldn’t. So I had to improve
myself to show.
Pornnapha Tangkwanoy
Today, I got new knowledge. I knew about how to
introduce myself in Malaysia language and Malaysia culture
such as Greeting in Malaysia language;
selamatdatang=hi/hello, selamattingal=good bye,
Terimakasih=sorry, Nama Saya…(your name)…., Umur
Saya….(age)…tahun, Saya seorangperlajar...(university)....
Jirapat Suktunfuy

I know that when we presented,
we should be brave and we have to
plan, prepare, practice and be brave for
presentation. I think presentation can
make me brave and we will be a good
English speaker in the future if we are
brave to speak English.
Sriporn Suealaor
Today, I got many words in
Malaysian language, such as
selamatdatang, selamatpagi and
selamatpetang. I can use it for greeting
Malaysian people.
Patittapa Sukkara
Today, I leaned about Malaysian
language. It made me brave to speak
the Malaysian0 words with native
speakers. When I spoke with them, and
they replied to me. I felt so good and
made us more intimate.
Natchareeya Ngeonthong
I learnt about how to introduce
myself in Malaysian language for
example “Nama sayaBhym” meant “My
name is Bhym”, “Umursaya 2o “meant
I was 20 years old , “sayabelejardi KPRU
“meant I studied at KPRU.
Suprawee Nokthiang
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Writing is also
important. To write can make
you understand of meaning.
Setthawut Bunrak

In writing class,
I learned about how to write
the writing paragraph and
essay paragraph. I will apply
these knowledge in writing
class and I will teach my
students in the future if I will
be an English teacher.
Sriporn Suealaor

I’d studied how to writing the paragraph with Mr. Rohaizan,
in one paragraph included an introduction, content 3 points and
conclusion. The part of introduction includes hook and thesis
statement. The essay has 5 paragraphs, such as a paragraph of
introduction, 3 paragraphs of content and a paragraph of
conclusion. I had seen the night market in Malaysian, saw their
goods, foods and prize.
Nakarin Namwong

I learned how to write paragraphs, Mr. Rohaizan
compared how to write a paragraph like a burger; good
writhing is just like making a delicious burger. In the burger has
many layers, first layer is a topic sentence, second to forth
layer are the supporting sentence and the last is conclusion
sentence, In essay paragraph has introduction, three
paragraphs and conclusion He said “Writing a good essay
paragraph is just like making a delicious the multiple layers
burger” and I ate Steamboat, It’s a Malaysian food but the
taste is same with Thai food.
Patcharaporn Boonnak

Before writing a paragraph, I had to know the reasons of writing. The first reason is to describe
something, the second is to tell a story, the third is to explain something and the last is to persuade.
The class of this day made me knows how to write paragraph, It would be essay and If me start my
essay or paragraph with something that grabs attention, my readers would want to more read.
Natchareeya Ngeonthong
I learnt how to organize essay graphic. The first paragraph was introduction. The second to
fourth paragraphs had a main idea and supporting detail. The last paragraph had to conclusion.
I learnt how to write paragraph easily in the topic of “My Super Hero “.
Suprawee Nokthiang
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I got a lot of knowledge about
writing skills, such as what paragraph is,
practicing with topic sentences, and after
we worked as a group. We were divided
into groups of 5 people and wrote the
topic about actor and actress. That made
me knows the principles of writing more.
Rungthiwa Thaksakunrot

I learned about Malaysian
culture and followed their traditions.
I tried to speak with them and used the
knowledge to talk with them.
Pornnapha Tangkwanoy

I have learned about how to
writing essay. I studied speaking English
in classroom with teacher. Writing skill is

I learned about writing a paragraph. I
knew what a paragraph, topic sentence
was, supporting sentence, conclusion
sentence and 3 concepts for a good

very important in my future so I should
improve my English skills such as
grammar and vocabulary.
Thatphicha Wilatphaingoen

paragraphs, such as unity, development,
coherence. I would bring to use in daily
life such as in my classroom.
Chayanut Wongphasinee

Today, I learned about how
to write a paragraph and assay, so I
can this use for the future.
Patittapa Sukkara

I could use these tricks to make my
writing work better, for example if I had to
write assay, I had known that I should to
write the first paragraph as introduction,
write the three body that you want to tell
about your topic, and the last paragraph
was conclusion to summarize everything in
your essay.
Narumon Tisarakhet

Today, I got about how to write
a paragraph and essay. Teacher
compared write a paragraph like a
hamburger. The hamburger had many
layers; first layer is a topic sentence,
second to forth layers are the
supporting sentence and last layer is
conclusion sentence. I knew about how
to write essay in the diary life.
Jirapat Suktunfuy
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I had bought a headphone, learned how to play ice
skating with my friends happily and got new friend. Her name
is Fanah.
Nakarin Namwong
The department store here isn’t different
from our country. Something is too expensive, and
something is cheaper than the department store in
Thailand.
Setthawut Bunrak
Today I got a fun experience with my friends.
I learned how to balance myself when I played iceskate and practice my English skills with others who
played ice-skate.
Patcharaporn Boonnak

We didn’t have class for today but
we went outside for shopping. I saw
Malaysian culture and I learned how to
save money like we need to buy the
important thing only. I will apply in my
daily life, we should be sufficient people.
Sriporn Suealaor
I have learned more experience in
the Malaysia and I had chance to use
English language.
Thatphicha Wilatphaingoen

Today was my first time to play ice skate.
It's very fun and good experience for me.
Natchareeya Ngeonthong
I learned how to live here. When I went to
the shopping, I usually spent the money to buy
anything that I want. I will remember this
experience to apply in Thailand.
Pornnapha Tangkwanoy
Today, I knew about how to save money at
outside and learned about Malaysia culture and food.
I tried Malaysian food. It’s very delicious but it’s spicy
more than our country.
Jirapat Suktunfuy

I had learned that people in
Malaysia ate by hand and how to order
the food in English.
Narumon Tisarakhet
This day was just a normal day. I
went to shopping mall. I knew how to
spend Malaysian Ringgit and how to
calculate currencies. I talk with merchants in
English and bargained product prices to get
the most preferred price.
Jirasak Sangsaen

I went to the shopping mall. Something was cheaper than Thai price. I had to save my money. It was
my money management. The Malaysian fashion was suitable .there was KFC like Thai KFC but was
not any spoon. So, we had to eat chicken by hands. It was actually could eat it.
Suprawee Nokthiang
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I had to attend the Indian festival named Holi festival, it
made me saw a new thing that I’d never seen before, like their
festival and dancing skills.
Nakarin Namwong
It’s the first time to join
this festival. I have fun with this
festival.
Setthawut Bunrak
I knew what the purpose
of Holi festival is. Holi festival we
threw the color for dispel evil
and played only in the morning
until noon.
Patcharaporn Boonnak

I learned about Malaysian culture. It’s the Holi festival
isn’t for funny only, but they used colors from plant and
natural herbs. Whether it is red, yellow, turquoise, green
sprinkle together. I will apply when I need to used herbs.
Sriporn Suealaor
This was my first time to join the Holi festival in
Malaysia. This festival made us closer, although we played the
colorful powder with unknown people but we smiled at each
other and enjoyed together.
Natchareeya Ngeonthong

I have learned about the Holi Festival. In the
future, if someone asks me about the Holi Festival, I can
explain some information about this Festival.
Narumon Tisarakhet

I learned his culture, it is
Holi festival. So, it was different
from Thailand because this festival
used color.
Pornnapha Tangkwanoy

I have learned about Culture of Malaysia for the
first time and it is different from Thailand. I like Holi
Festival.
Thatphicha Wilatphaingoen
Not only I learnt Malaysia culture, but also I learnt
India culture. It‘s Holi festival. It’s also known as the "festival
of colors". It is a spring festival celebrated all across the Indian
subcontinent as well as in countries with large Indian
subcontinent Diasporas populations.
Suprawee
Nokthiang

Because of being attended
in Holi Festival, I knew a brief
history of it and also its
procedures. The festival is an
Indian festival in order to respect
and recall their deceased. I played
coloured powders with my friends.
We were so fun and a bit tired.
Jirasak Sangsaen

Today, I knew about Malaysia culture. Malaysian friends told me about Holi festival. She told
me that Holi festival had to play only in the morning until afternoon because it will be dispelling evil
in you and it was famous festival in Malaysia.
Jirapat Suktunfuy
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Their check points are like
ours in our English camp. They use
English all the time.
Setthawut Bunrak
I know about how to be a
good listener. I will be an English
teacher in the future so, listening
skills was very important for me.
Sriporn Suealaor
All of activities on this day
and the first time playing floor-ball
made us closer and harmony.
Natchareeya Ngeonthong
The things that you had to
do, if you want to be a good listener,
you just ask the questions, looks for
opportunities, concentrates, positive
feedback, eye contacts, listens to
central themes, don't judge until
comprehension is complete, active
and summarizes. I could apply these
things that I should do if I attend the
training project that mostly have to
listen.
Narumon Tisarakhet

I had studied about listening skill with Madam
Farah again. In the afternoon I got more teamwork,
relationship and enjoyable from activities. In the
evening, I learned how to play the floor ball and I
was happy that I got the Leviathan team shirt.
Nakarin Namwong
I learn about how to be a good listener is
focus on your teacher, nods your head for shows
interest and positive feedback, doesn't judge until
comprehension is complete and listen for ideas and
listen to central themes and I learned about
cooperation with others and practice my English
speakingskill more from explored MITEC activity. I got
an experience from the local market, I saw many
Malaysian foods in the local market and I ate Mataba
and Apambalik.
Patcharaporn Boonnak
I learned how to spend life with friends and
improved confidence. I tried to take part in all
activities with friends. Everyone paid attention and
helped each other. Those made me achieve all
activities happily.
Pornnapha Tangkwanoy

Today, I had listening test and it made me
knew. I had practiced more than over.
Patittapa Sukkara
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Listening skills is important for me and all of us because nowadays we are into
ASEAN. We need to communicate with others, but before we will understand others, we
must be good listener. I will be an English teacher so, I need to improve my English skills
very well before I will go out to teach children in the future.
Jirasak Sangsaen

Listening involved the skill of grasping interpreting a message’s genuine meaning.
Listening is an activity; it requires attention, energy, and skills. Most people did not listen
effectively. You had to concentrate on what they were going to say next rather than what a
person was saying. To be a great communicator, the first step was being a good listener.
Suprawee Nokthiang

Today, I had a Listening Class. Teacher taught me about “How to improving your
listening skill and good listener”. I used English language so much in my whole day
because I needed to communicate with buddies. I did activity in each rotation.
Jirapat Suktunfuy

I learned about listening in English with Madam Farah Idayu. I knew about ten keys
to affect listening. I did exercise in class as TOIEC Test in listening part. I’ll brought
knowledge to use in another class, such as English and Thai class. I would improve my
listening skills.
Chayanut Wongphasinee
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Johor

Bahru

has

many department stores. It
has both too expensive and
cheap products.
Setthawut Bunrak
I have learned about
many places in Malaysia and
living in their country, so I
gained more experience.
Thatphicha Wilatphaingoen
I spent time with
shopping. It made me learn
how to use the money. I
needed to know how to
spend money management
well.
Pornnapha Tangkwanoy

I had visited the mangrove forest in Johor Baru, Saw many
creatures and touched the atmosphere from there. It was
amazing! Then I got 4 shirts from the JPO shopping mall, and 2
blouses from the Aeon mall, and a little present from Farah and
Eyran.
Nakarin Namwong
I learned some word in Malaysia language "Lumpur"
means hungry and I knew about geography of Malaysia at the
National Park there was an ocean that the left side is Singapore,
the right side is Indonesia and the area that I stand is Malaysia. I
got a new knowledge from my buddy about her region; the
woman in Muslim had to wear shawl for cover her hair when
they on the period.
Patcharaporn Boonnak
This day, it's very fun and happy because I went outside
and saw the beautiful view of Johor Bahru. When I shopped
I can speak English with sellers. This day made me to improve
myself and my skills.
Natchareeya Ngeonthong
I know how to keep nature. We need to keep and take
care nature because nature is important with people and
animals in wildlife. I will apply to my hometown like I will grow
plants or trees. I won't destroy the nature and I can teach
people in my hometown too.
Sriporn Suealaor

I could recommend the other about
the places that they should go when you
went to Malaysia, if you like nature and
shopping.
Narumon Tisarakhet

I knew Tanjung Piainational park. It
was so important for Asia. When I went
shopping, I spoke in English so it made me
improving in English.
Patittapa Sukkara
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I knew where we went to is the southernmost tip of Mainland Asian and its
abundant natural place in Johor Bahru, Malaysia. I knew Malaysians hold the
key to nature conservation. Therefore, Malaysia has many natural views and
good atmospheres.
Jirasak Sangsaen
I know how to save the forest. “Save World and Save Life “was correctly
campaign. Even though Johor was an industrial city, they saw the value of tree.
They saved the mini forest as well.
Suprawee Nokthiang
I knew about triangle area at TanjungPiai National Park; there are left
side is Singapore, right side is Indonesia and Malaysia at the middle. I knew how
to save nature in my hometown because it was very important in the wildlife.
Jirapat Suktunfuy
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I gained more knowledge from speaking
competitions and knew how to be a good listener and
speaker. At the farewell party, I got more relationship
between us and our Malaysian buddy, they are more
than friends and I wouldn’t forget them.
Nakarin Namwong
I listened Malaysian’s
accent from speeches in
the university library.
Setthawut Bunrak

I got some trick from speak in the public activity
How to speak in the public ; speak in the topic that you
know well and make the listener involved. I explored
around MITEC; the building, lake, and court from
explored activity.
Patcharaporn Boonnak

Today, I learned Logistics class. I knew
about ASEAN (AEC) and border trailer. I
gained knowledge from adventure explorer
game in each check point like to be patient,
honest and we don’t be lazy. I will apply
this game for my English camp.
Sriporn Suealaor
Today was the last day in Malaysia, I
thought it’s very sad, Malaysian friends told
us don't say goodbye but say see you again.
We hugged together and took pictures for
memory. I thought I'm so lucky to come
here because Malaysians are very good
friends.
Natchareeya Ngeonthong

Today, I learned Logistics class.
I knew about ASEAN (AEC) and border
trailer. I gained knowledge from
adventure explorer game in each
check point like to be patient, honest
and we don’t be lazy. I will apply this
game for my English camp.
Sriporn Suealaor
I had learned about transport
system between Thailand and
Malaysian and I could apply the
activities that I did today to teach
the students in the future.
Narumon Tisarakhet
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Today, I knew about logistics life brief on various types of transport 0
system- Land, Sea and Air based on geographical infrastructures. I know that
history- the beginning of ASEAN linkages, via Pipeline and rail network. The ASEAN
railed connection. Malaysia/Thailand crossed borders trade scenario, obstacles
faces and challenges and suggestion & solution. Finally, I got much new
knowledge about motivation and adapt it in my diary life.
Jirapat Suktunfuy
I was so excited to be taught by
Mr. Rayner who teach logistics. And
today, there was logistics management
class. I didn’t get much about it. What I
know is that logistics management is
the part of supply chain that plans,
implements, and controls storages of
goods and services.
Jirasak Sangsaen

I learned about cultural of
Malaysian. And I tried to learn his
culture and how to improve myself
when I lived in there.
Pornnaphab Tangkwanoy

I learnt about logistic class. I know about ASEAN economics and border
trailer. I knew the weak point of Thailand logistic. I listened the TEDx at library. It
was better if my university had. It was benefit activity to improve speaking skill in
English and get the ideas to share others.
Suprawee Nokthiang
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The last day to be an exchange student in
MITEC, I’d already got the best relationship, a nice
services, both sad and happy moment in the same time,
and the extremely good experience.
Nakarin Namwong
I got many friendships
from Malaysian friends. They’re
first foreign friends of group in
my life.
Setthawut Bunrak
I felt tired, but it made me
more experience. I got
knowledge from Malaysia such as
eating, living, and learning.
Pornnapha Tangkwanoy

I have known about how
to check in, how to load luggage
and how to pass immigration by
myself. If you get a chance to go
abroad, you should go because It
is the best experience. I will
apply when I will go to abroad in
another trip.
Jirasak Sangsaen

For today, I had known about how to
check in and pass immigration more than the first
day. This was my experience and I will apply to
other trip.
Sriporn Suealaor
In this class Mr. Rayner told us "Don't be
afraid to speak English read English newspaper or
books and don't care about your friends and bring
the good things back and remember the good
things.
Patcharaporn Boonnak

It's the first time to check in by ourselves.
In the future, I can check in and go to abroad by
myself.
Natchareeya Ngeonthong
I had known what are the things that
I should do when I went to Malaysia Airport.
Narumon Tisarakhet
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Today I got about how to improve my English skill, Mr. Rayner, he told 0
me “Don’t be shy when you speak English, you just speak out more and read
newspaper every day, so when you read it you need to pronounce it too”. And
I had known about how to check in and pass immigration more than the first
day. Because it made me feel dare, I got out from my comfort zone.
Jirapat Suktunfuy
I didn’t like the last day. Tim told that “Don’t say good bye. You have to
say see you again”. I felt very happy to meet Malaysian friends who was hard for
me to say good bye. I thought that the time was too short in there. I was not
sure that I could come back, or not .Maybe it’s my first time and my last time to
live there. I surely was missing there. There was good friend, good atmosphere,
good lectures and good girls. We had to come back without lecturer. We passed
it as well.
Suprawee Nokthiang

